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This report is the outcome of an in-depth study of audience reception of an artwork which itself involved years of in-depth inquiry and prolonged collaboration between artist, Mark Storor, and consultant endocrinologist, Dr Leighton Seal. The work was produced by Anna Ledgard in association with Artsadmin and was supported by a Wellcome Trust Large Arts Award and the Arts Council England. The Barometer of My Heart is an exploration through visual art and performance of men’s experiences of erectile dysfunction and impotence. In the popular imagination there is often a simple equation between the two that belies their complexity and diversity. Depending on circumstance and perspective, erectile dysfunction may be perceived as an issue related primarily to health, to intimate sexual relationships, to performance in other spheres of life, to male identities or to the condition of masculinity in late modernity.

It follows that although erectile dysfunction and impotence are related, they are not co-extensive. The former can be thought of as a bi-medical condition that afflicts individual men and has a wide range of physical and psychological correlates. It may be a symptom of a serious underlying health condition that demands assessment and intervention — the title of the work draws attention to erectile dysfunction as an early warning of developing heart disease. However impotence is also existential, psychosocial and societal in its ramifications. In the performative cultures of contemporary western societies it signifies powerlessness, loss of agency and a failure to play one’s part. As such it is a challenge for men and women alike.

The Barometer of My Heart arose in part from the wall of public silence and private despair that surrounds these issues — only too often met with incomprehension and fear. In the absence of public health education, erectile dysfunction attracts negative projections that may or may not be internalised. Men may delay seeking help with potentially deadly consequences.5 Impotence can be regarded as something to be worked through with professional healthcare and supportive relationships, or it may be experienced as a source of shame and a psychosocial catastrophe. What then are the conditions for compassionate understanding and an enlightened public conversation? The Barometer of My Heart uses visual, acoustic and digital media in a performance to communicate matters that all too often have been shrouded in secrecy. It does this through a process of artistic enactment and symbolization, rather than representation — in other words it presents its audiences with forms for the inchoate and unspoken feelings that the subject arouses.

The audiences in our study made use of these cultural forms, mingling them with personal life experiences. We expected that their engagement would be accompanied by anxiety, fear, desire and perhaps hope — and that the scenes of the show would create a ‘third space’ where unacknowledged and unrecognized emotions could find expression and emerge into consciousness, perhaps for the first time. We had reason to believe that interviews or focus groups, relying on participants’ verbal accounts of experience, would fail to capture this emergent process. For this reason we used a recently developed group based method – the visual matrix6 — that gives expression through imagery and affect to what is ‘known’ but as yet ‘unthought’.7 When we began this study the method had already been used to assess civic engagement with public art, but not in such an intimate and private area of experience.8 Whereas our primary aim has been to understand and account for audience engagement with The Barometer of My Heart, a secondary aim has been to determine whether the visual matrix is a suitable method to study such an emergent process. For this reason we used a recently developed group based method — the visual matrix — that gives expression through imagery and affect to what is ‘known’ but as yet ‘unthought’. When we began this study the method had already been used to assess civic engagement with public art, but not in such an intimate and private area of experience. Whereas our primary aim has been to understand and account for audience engagement with The Barometer of My Heart, a secondary aim has been to determine whether the visual matrix is a suitable method to study an artwork that deals with a subject that is hard to think about, hard to speak of and very often hard to bear.

**Organisation of the Report**

In what follows we depict The Barometer of My Heart as an overarching project that includes the performance as its final expression. We then present a short scenic composition that describes the finished piece. Our description can only be an inadequate account of a

---

5 See Froggett et al (2015) for a full account of this methodology, together with its theoretical underpinnings.

6 See Froggett et al (2013) for full account of this methodology, together with its theoretical underpinnings.

7 “Affect” refers to the sensory capacity of a body to register and respond to other bodies, whether human or non-human; it is closely related to feelings and emotions which both continuously precede and succeed in levels of intensities of embodied experience. Affects may overlap and even ‘contract’ each other and are in a state of constant flux.

8 Other work with the visual matrix has supported its suitability for research on sensitive topics. For example, with homeless and vulnerable young men (Batley & Flis, 2016); and with people in recovery from substance misuse (Batley et al, 2016).

---
multi-sensory, multi-media, immersive artwork. Both the work itself and the data from our study are complex and unusual and better presented as a whole. Its themes cannot easily be resolved or classified without losing their rich narrative character – something is lost if we try to impose more clarity than the art will bear. For this reason we have decided to summarise the answers to key research questions at the beginning of the report, as a guide to what we eventually found.

This summary is followed by an explanation of the innovative group-based visual matrix methodology we have used to explore audience engagement with The Barometer of My Heart, which for the sake of brevity we often refer to simply as the ‘performance’ or ‘show’. When designing the study together with Mark Storor and Anna Ledgard, we assumed that responses to erectile dysfunction and impotence would be highly gendered and so we gathered data from a men only group and a women only group, as well as a mixed one. The visual matrices were held shortly after participants had seen the show and each one consisted of between ten and fifteen people. It would have been interesting to include groups specifically composed of people with other gender and sexual identities but this was beyond our resources. At a mid-point in the devising we also conducted a visual matrix with the performers and crew in an effort to understand something of the artistic process they were going through. Each of these visual matrices is written up separately in a way that tries to convey its interwoven imagery, ideas, mode of delivery and affective climate. The women’s matrix, men’s matrix and mixed matrix are included in the main text of the report. Aspects of the company’s matrix are incorporated into the discussion of artistic process that introduces the final section of the report. The visual matrix is a process whereby participants respond imaginatively to a multi-layered aesthetic experience. We have tried to do justice to the rich and creative content of these matrices within the limits of the discussion we think across all four matrices to justify the conclusions of the study and consider what we have learnt about living with erectile dysfunction and impotence from this particular artwork; what we have learnt about the visual matrix as a method in this context; and what we have learnt about the value of the collaboration – for example, where a man experiencing powerlessness are mediated by competition or cooperation, experiences woven into the final production and our research process.

Central to the development of this work were the sixty-four consultations Mark Storor observed in Dr Leighton Seal’s endocrinology clinic at St George’s Hospital, Tooting, London. Observations were consolidated with debrief sessions between Storor, Seal and Ledgard the next day. Storor also held four extended discussions with men outside of the clinical consultations. Over a number of years, beyond the hospital environment, he held conversations with men in settings where masculinity is invoked, interpreted and sometimes threatened. These included communities, occupations and environments that are male dominated both in terms of cultural values and personnel. These conversations added to the store of imagery and experiences woven into the visual matrix, and allowed further insight into how masculinity is lived and performed in social contexts where power and powerlessness are mediated by competition or cooperation – for example, where a man experiencing himself as impotent confronts peer groups and status hierarchies. By talking with men in both clinical and non-clinical settings Storor has positioned The Barometer of My Heart as a psychosocial artwork within a societal frame, greatly expanding its range and scope.

In the year running up to the performances, Storor felt the need to try some of the material he was working on with invited audiences. He later referred to these as ‘soft performances’. As researchers we were able to attend two of these events. On the first occasion, a discussion followed the performance. On the second, the audience was invited to react through drawings that were posted on the wall. On both, Dr Leighton Seal was present and so were a number of people who were to become members of the company. The events were important steps towards the devising process and the final production, and we refer to them further below.

The devising process itself took place over the course of a month in September 2015, of which the last two weeks were in the Sir Ludwig Guttmann Centre. In this two week period, we attended the first day and a day late in the process. We also experienced some of the actual performances, and spoke to both to members of the company and the audience. We were present at an expert panel discussion on 1-10-2015. Mark Storor, Anna Ledgard and Dr Leighton Seal were interviewed at length on the 5-01-2016.

The Barometer of My Heart had a continuation in the form of a multi-media installation and workshops called The Simplicity of Truth at FACT in Liverpool. We hoped to conduct a visual matrix with members of the community who participated in its production, but this proved impossible for logistical reasons. Instead an ethnographer attended and observed public interaction with the installation over the course of a day.

The Barometer of My Heart: a scenic composition

The following two paragraphs are an impressionistic summary of the experience of The Barometer of My Heart written in the form of a ‘scenic composition’, which is a creative writing technique that can be used to provide a synthesised account of an object, event or situation seen through the lens of the viewer’s interaction affective and cognitive interaction with it

A man in a suit, face covered by a black veil is holding a birthday cake – the canary has flown. We pass a taxi with, doors open, hazard lights flashing. In an underground car park, a man and a woman cling together precariously trying to maintain their balance on a pile of mattresses, while being doused with pails of water. Howling fills the air. We wander through the Health Centre where the show is being performed. The atrium of the Centre is designed with sharp lines, primary colours and mercilessly bright lights on pristine white walls. Leading off it are the consulting rooms – empty and lifeless. There are few places to hide. The video screen shows a man in a white jump suit adorned with balloons, as if for a particularly messy party game. He stabs one of them with a knife and blood spurts over his white suit. A trombone plays a refrain and in a black hot pass a body sprawled on the stairs as he slowly descends. All the while a red-suited tramplinist is bouncing, emitting sounds that seem to be pain. In one of the rooms, there is a pile of rolled up socks. In another, a man contorts himself impossibly as he pulls his socks with his teeth. A table is set with shattered crystal and spattered – is this also blood? We are mesmerized by another screen where a middle-aged man dances, self-absorbed and alone. We proceed upstairs to a large darkened room passing through empty hanging suits. There is a sweet, indefinable smell.

Now we pass from scene to scene, never leaving the room. There is an old naked man with china clinking film with vegetables that press against his skin. Two men are cutting it away with nail scissors. It takes time and they do it with precision and care. The man is released. He wonders between the screens, sometimes in a carriage, and we are left with questions and with hope.

Research Questions

The collaboration between artist and medical scientist at the heart of this project gives rise to two different but inter-related lines of inquiry

1. Did The Barometer of My Heart succeed in conveying the implications of erectile dysfunction and impotence for men’s health, and if so what can it tell us about the use of art for public engagement with such sensitive topics?

2. Foundation for Art and Creative Technology

3. The scenic composition is a methodological device allowing a syncretic account of the researcher’s relation to a complex processes/event witnessed during data collection. For more detail on the use of scenic composition in the presentation and analysis in research see Froggett et al, 2014.

Bringing it all together

Mark Storor’s own research process for The Barometer of My Heart spanned six years. He then worked with a company of eight performing artists and crew over a period of a month to devise the promenade performances and installation. They were ‘staged’ eighteen times in the Sir Ludwig Guttmann Health Centre, a large NHS building of contemporary clinical design, close to the site of the Olympic Village in East London. Anna Ledgard worked intensively to negotiate access to this building. The symbolic resonance of the clinical setting and the building’s particular part in the Olympic legacy were vital to the outcome. She also worked alongside Mark Storor to manage the budget and logistics and, with the support of Artsadmin, the publicity, ticketing and recruitment for the visual matrices. Her ideas, observations and background knowledge were an essential contribution to the both to Storor’s artistic process and our research process.

For more detail on the use of scenic composition in the presentation and analysis in research see Froggett et al, 2014.
2. Did it enable audiences to engage with male impotence as an experience that bears on how contemporary masculinity is lived, understood and represented?

A secondary aim of the study was to determine whether visual matrix methodology was useful and appropriate for a topic of such complexity and sensitivity.

Summary of Findings

We have broken our research questions down further for the sake of clarity. Given the complexity of the data and analysis that follow, we first summarise some of the key points in the study.

How did the The Barometer of My Heart convey experiences of men suffering from erectile dysfunction and impotence?

Barometer of my Heart ‘gave voice’ to the men who Mark Storor spoke with and listened to in a way that was nuanced and compelling, and conveyed the diversity of experiences of erectile dysfunction and impotence. The voices of these men were essential source material for the show, which was neither fiction, nor documentary, nor biography. What the audience saw is the outcome of a series of artistic transformations of the primary material, first by Storor himself and then through his work with the company. At the core of the work are the conversations between Dr Seál and his patients in the clinic where they have come hoping for, or despairing of, medical help. Storor’s self-assigned role in these consultations was to be “totally present while utterly invisible” and the eventual performance bore witness to what he saw and heard. The conversations between doctor and patient were structured according to the protocols of a professional interview, and accompanied by an examination. The clinical setting was designed to offer reassurance and safety and established bio-medical priorities. Yet Storor observed a great deal of stress, embarrassment and fear — conveyed through expression and gesture. For many of the men erectile dysfunction was a source of shame and anguish and for some symptomatic of a fatal condition. How can men be persuaded to speak about it when so much is at stake? What are the psychological implications?

Dr Seál’s patients bring with them into the consulting room a range of emotions. They may be in existential crisis, relational chaos and deep psychological distress. Some do not know how to continue living their lives. Some come with their partners, the majority alone. It is by sensing the mental and physical state of the person in the room and observing the often minute, moment by moment intensities and flows of feeling that Storor registered the affective climate of the interview and over time discerned significance and pattern in how unspoken emotions are expressed. While Dr Seál listens to patients as a clinician, Mark Storor ‘listens’ as an artist. The men’s stories could simply have been reported, but Storor’s aesthetic attunement is to a wider complex of relations, feelings, and gestures, apprehended in the moment rather than related after the event. The ‘voices’ that permeated the artwork had many manifestations, of which the spoken word was only one. Rather than narrative, it seems that what was gathered was the lyrical form of the experience — how it felt in the ‘here-and-now’ of the encounter. The medium of expression was not so much the story of what happened (though some of this filtered through) as the scene wherein it became manifest. This is how a significant detail can take on symbolic resonance, condensing within an image a sensory and affective ‘universe’. Words were used sparingly in the final production and there were no individual stories. Instead, the subject matter of the show was the crisis of the male self or its integrity in the face of impotence, and that there is in between these experiences we are in turn refracted through an artistic prism to produce a series of scenes that broke the taboos of silence and provoked the audience who were challenged to engage with emotional and artistic intelligence — to comprehend aspects of impotence that lie beyond words.

Did The Barometer of My Heart make the experience of impotence communicable, and if so how?

Dr Leighton Seál has remarked on the difficulties of finding an adequate language with which to communicate the experience of erectile dysfunction and impotence. This is in large part because of the embarrassment the subject attracts, and the anxiety it causes. As a result, men suffering from the condition are more likely to resort to secrecy, disavowal, and other strategies of avoidance. Emotions may be unrecognized and the matter becomes literally unspeakable. For example, when we see the image of a naked man caught like a ‘rabbit in the headlights’ page 31 of medical scrutiny we may re-experience embarrassments we ourselves have suffered and an overwhelming desire to hide; we may recol from the objectivisation and intrusion of medical science into the bodily sites of intimacy where the surrender of privacy compounds the loss of potency, doubling the defeat. All this unfolds within the context of institutionalised medicine. However sensitive the practitioner, the experience may be of sanitised dependency. Functioning sexuality is a lived and culturally sanctioned mark of adult identity. To place its ‘repair’ in the hands of another is to call this into question and render oneself vulnerable.

Both Dr Leighton Seál and Mark Storor are aware of the value of metaphor, though it operates differently in the contexts of art and medical science. The Barometer of My Heart has created an elaborate language of visual metaphor with which to explore and communicate the experiences and consequences of erectile dysfunction and impotence. Through use of the visual matrix we have come to understand that the visual ‘language’ of the project, meaningful in its own terms, can, in the right circumstances, be expressed as figurative verbal expression. The power of this art form lies in the fact that visualisation and metaphor are neither explanatory nor descriptive, they mediate the relation between words and the body so that verbal language is sensitised and acquires vitality — the better to convey lived experience. This is the first indispensable step towards a nuanced and empathetic public conversation about the condition, which will make public health messages easier to hear and to act upon.

Did it address the relationship between erectile dysfunction, impotence and the experience of masculinity in contemporary society?

Dr Leighton Seál makes the point that erectile dysfunction and associated perceptions of impotence among men are relatively common experiences, affecting many at some point in the life course, with the likelihood of occurrence increasing with age. He quotes studies that suggest prevalence increases by a decade with each decade so that with which 40% of men over 40 will experience it in some form, 50% of men over 50, and so on.14 He also commented in one of Mark Storor’s pre-production events, that ever younger men and boys are attending his clinics. This may suggest that alongside the physiological causes of erectile dysfunction, there are significant psychosocial shifts in how potency and masculinity are linked in the development of male gender identities in contemporary Britain. A number of explanations have been advanced at one time or another, ranging from the accessibility of pornography via the internet; the educational under-performance of boys and girls; changing gender roles within the family; the intensifying demands of the workplace; performative cultures; low quality jobs and under-employment; the impact of feminism and ‘disempowering’ cultural representations of maleness within film and media. It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the literature that bears on these trends. Our approach is data-led and our primary aim is to account for the perceptions and engagement of the audience. However, as we shall see, the artwork itself mediates interaction between men’s lived experience and a wider cultural and political world.

The Barometer of My Heart aroused reflections on the relationship between masculinity, potency, gender and society in all of the visual matrices we facilitated. These were expressed as imagistic rather than as lines of argument or analysis in a sociological vein; as such, they had the quality of ‘felt and imagined’ relations to the artwork and the social, in which the participants sometimes perceived themselves as deeply implicated and at other times ambivalent, or avoidant. The method we have used to understand audience engagement reveals a range of reactions to the subject matter, many of them undigested and unsettled. The Barometer of My Heart did not aim to facilitate a spurious consistency, and neither did the research team. Instead, the performance opened up the complexities of thought in the audience, and the visual matrix then enabled the participants to reflect upon their experiences and to elaborate upon these responses. The men’s, women’s and mixed groups showed significant differences in the ways they did this, and it is worth commenting on why this might be have been so.

Men’s Matrix: short summary

The men worked overwhelmingly through cultural representations. They took cues from the show’s scenes, either in terms of content or affect, and these stimulated a cultural commentary on hubris and failed machismo. They debunked the abused ‘hyper-potency’ of male celebrity icons. The idea of potency was instead ‘queered’ through reference to the exuberant camp video of Bowie and Jagger ‘dancing in the street’. Impotence is disturbing and is a state of mind as well as a physical condition. The Barometer of My Heart brought it closer than these participants may have wished and implicated all them by virtue of their shared masculinity. It confronted them with how the condition is perceived and denied among men themselves, and therefore raised questions in their minds about where responsibility lies for the suffering it brings. For this group the show spoke to deep-seated biographical anxieties about performance, sexuality and what it

---

1 Mark Storor interview 5-6-2010.
3 Vague culture: a concept and strength in the 1930s, as a structural framework built around the idea that sexual and gender identities are socially constructed and potentially mutable and that either can be fixed at birth. For example, Koelsch 1990; Butler 1991; Turner 2000.
means to be a man, compounded by experiences in early adolescence. By returning in memory to adolescence, as a life transition that takes place before adult sexuality is fully established, any consoling fiction that this is a problem for ‘other’ men was dismantled. Working through references to film and popular culture was a necessary defensive manoeuvre that attenuated the impact of painful realities brought to mind by the show. At the same time it was a ‘soft’ and knowing defence that kept these realities in view in a way that could be managed with humour. Super-heroes were de-bunked: Captain America is beaten up by ‘Captain England’ with a can of Stelia, wearing flip-flops. When the video of the Bowie/jagger dance routine finally emerged it marked an affective shift towards a queering of masculine stereotypes and an acknowledgement that the quest for male potency is not the only pathway to happiness. The humour and banter employed in this ‘cultural defence’ was in itself enjoyable and was stimulated by the iconic, and sometimes archetypal nature of imagery in the performance itself. It was also a functional defence that brought participants together and motivated them to continue working with the material. It allowed pleasurable engagement with a shared culture and ultimately a sense of shared humanity as a basis for male solidarity.

**Women’s Matrix: short summary**

The women’s matrix was very different in terms of both affective climate and critical consciousness. It moved towards cultural commentary, but very slowly, as it first needed to ground itself in the emotional fallout of male impotence, only accessible to women through empathy. The women negotiated complex visual metaphors with which to explore the many-sidedness of impotence as an experience. Rather than approaching it through the carefully calibrated and self-protective ‘distancing’ of cultural material, their struggle was to get ‘closer’, and they did this through identification with the one woman in the show, with qualities typically regarded as feminine, and with the possibility of care as a capacity of men and women alike.

It was as if they felt a moral responsibility not to deflect the many faces of suffering presented in the performance to produce an affective appreciation of the absurd: ‘men fighting and making passionate love at the same time’ – [for] some reason image of the performance to produce a meta-historical and popular culture already in the public domain. For example, the wrestling scene in The Barometer of My Heart prompted a combining and splicing of imagery in the performance to produce an affective appreciation of the absurd: ‘men fighting and making passionate love at the same time’ – [for] some reason image of theocks in themocks. We discuss the ingenious symbolism of theocks in the extended account of this visual matrix as an idea that has ‘travelled’ from the observed source material in Dr Seal’s clinic, through to the performance and into the minds of the audience. The matrix played affectively with the possibilities of rocks as signifiers of a vulnerability, comfort and care that beleaguered the presentation of the powerful macho self.

**Mixed Matrix: short summary**

All the matrices were able to find a ‘third space’ to situate thoughts and feelings, but in the mixed matrix it appeared to be less of a struggle. The participants occupied a third space with ease and consistency without defensive distancing, or the sense of merger implied in empathy. They were therefore able to produce original imagery more freely. The mixed matrix appeared to take for granted the absurdity of stereotypical male potency, concentrating creatively on its inversion so that sexualised power was de-mythologised by the human need for comfort, care, perspective and a gentle sense of humour.

This was perhaps unsurprising as the male and female participants in this matrix were compelled to reach beyond gendered conventions of communication that only ‘work’ in a single sex environment. At the same time heteronormative assumptions were unsettled by the show, and a gender queering emerged. This was different in kind to that in the men’s matrix insofar as in the mixed matrix generated distinctively new imagery and affect, rather than leaning on filmic images and popular culture already in the public domain. For example, the wrestling scene in The Barometer of My Heart prompted a combining and splicing of imagery in the performance to produce an affective appreciation of the absurd: ‘men fighting and making passionate love at the same time’ – [for] some reason image of theocks in themocks. We discuss the ingenious symbolism of theocks in the extended account of this visual matrix as an idea that has ‘travelled’ from the observed source material in Dr Seal’s clinic, through to the performance and into the minds of the audience. The matrix played affectively with the possibilities of rocks as signifiers of a vulnerability, comfort and care that beleaguered the presentation of the powerful macho self.

**Methodology**

**Introduction**

The methodology employed in our research on audience engagement with The Barometer of My Heart has been used in a variety of contexts, including other instances of gauging people’s involvement, participation and engagement with works of art that have been aimed at social as well as artistic and aesthetic ends. The Barometer of My Heart, with its dual socio-medical and artistic aims defies standard methods of investigating of audience reaction – such as surveys, focus groups or semi-structured interviews or even narratively structured stories. This is largely because of the extreme complexity and sensitivity of its subject matter, the social taboos surrounding the subject of erectile dysfunction and impotence, and the nature of the artwork itself. The stigmatization of erectile dysfunction presents an obstacle to public communication and professional communication on the subject. It has been noted that the language used by clinicians and patients frequently becomes figurative, as if clinical discourse on its own is inadequate:

*We found that the consultant made use of metaphorical language when referring to potency using terms like ‘fading bull’ and ‘faded glory’, and describing ED as: ‘The Canary in the Mineshaft’. Participants in the research also turned to metaphor reconfiguring their sexuality as ‘a sleeping dog that was once ferocious’, or as ‘a peace lily’. (Storr & Ledgard, Proposal)*

The Barometer of My Heart aimed to develop a visual and performative ‘language’ with which to communicate its subject matter. The prominent performances staged a sequence of scenes throughout the whole of the building where they took place. Many of these scenes were provocative and disturbing, making use of cultural archetypes while at the same time offering the audience a range of interpretive possibilities. The locus of our enquiry was the interaction between the audience and the artwork where an aesthetic and affective response was evoked.

The visual matrix method is designed to investigate these aspects of audience engagement. In this case, it was supported by observation and in-depth interviews with Mark Storr, Dr Leighton Seal, and Anna Ledgard. Another researcher undertook ethnographic observation of The Simplicity of Truth, in Liverpool, and talked to visiting members of the public.

**The Visual Matrix**

The visual matrix method engages a group of people in a process of shared association in relation to an experience. Participants are facilitated to ‘think visually’, around a topic, the idea being that expressing one’s experience through images can give access to embodied experience and to some extent, bypasses the rational-cognitive representations of public and professional discourse. Instead, the visual matrix provides a setting in which unarticulated emotions which may even be disavowed or repressed can emerge into consciousness and find expression. This is especially so where anxieties provoked by the subject matter induce mental paralysis and border on trauma. In The Barometer of My Heart the visual matrix enabled participants to think about a difficult subject through a visual imagination that responded to the lyric rather than the narrative of the experience of impotence. That is it afforded insight into the immediacy of immersive experience of the show rather than reactions to it delivered after the event.

The theoretical basis for the method and its application to art has been described elsewhere in detail. Here we summarise key features of the method that are particularly relevant in this context:

1. It understands the communication of knowledge and learned experience through images and affect as being ‘rhizomatic’ in a Deleuzian sense, rather than linear. The visual images as they arise in The Barometer of My Heart are reinvoked in the visual matrices. They accumulate and interact as a collage of images, or rhizome, rather than as a sequential, discursive line of thought.
2. It conceives of the clusters of images that emerge from the artwork and the visual matrix as being ‘scenic’ in a Lorenzerian sense16 where a scene is always produced out of an interaction between the life historical experiences of those who witness it and the shared cultural resources through which they make sense of it. Hence the ‘scenes’ in The Barometer of My Heart are always a combination of what is presented to an audience and what they evoke in each person’s personal and cultural life. The performance is a complex whole that consists of the relations and interactions between the audience, the artwork and the socio-cultural context. The visual matrix provides a context where those relations and interactions are re-enacted in a research setting.17

3. It is open to the possibility of a shared, social unconscious as expressed in the process of the visual matrix. This is of particular importance where unacknowledged, disavowed or repressed feelings are at issue, as is likely to be the case in relation to impotence. This material can be detected through the iteration and presentation of imagery in the matrix which also depends on a state of mind that has been called ‘reverie’18 combined with an encouragement to ‘free associate’ to images and feelings as they arise among the participants in the matrix.19 ‘Reverie’ in this context means a state of mind akin to day-dreaming that allows images to float to the surface; ‘free association’ refers to ‘involuntary ideas’ that are expressed spontaneously as a result of immediate stimulation as opposed to thought through ideas that may be discursively elaborated with hindsight.

Method

The following describes the basic steps of the method in application:

1. Between 10-15 participants in a room in the Ludwig Guttmann Health and Wellbeing Centre, where the performance took place. They were recruited through ArtsAdmin, the only condition being that participants had seen the performance at least once.

2. We held one female only matrix, one male only, and one mixed. There was a fourth matrix convened for the company only. A female researcher facilitated the women’s matrix, a male researcher the men’s matrix and both facilitated the mixed and company matrices.

3. The stimulus and encouragement for the participants to start thinking visually was to recall the experience of having witnessed the performance. Participants were encouraged to allow their own images and associations to emerge.

4. Participants and the researchers in their role as facilitators sat in a ‘snowflake’ pattern, avoiding direct eye contact and speaking into the shared space rather than to one another. This feels very different to seating arrangements that encourage eye contact and face-to-face interaction.

5. The facilitators invited expressions of images, associations, thoughts and feelings as and when participants wished, without turn-taking. They emphasised that no judgment or interpretation would be made during the matrix itself.

6. Each matrix ran for between 45 minutes and an hour. The facilitator minimized the leadership role by participating in the associative process. Expression of images took precedence over discursive exchange as participants contributed thoughts and feelings. The researchers took notes of the contributions and the visual matrices were audio-recorded.

7. After the matrix there was a short break, chairs were re-arranged into a semi-circle around a flip chart and participants are encouraged to reflect on what had emerged, by identifying clusters of imagery and associated thoughts and feelings. The researcher took notes of these ideas helping to make sense of the matrix by linking themes, images and emotions as they were debated by the participants.

8. The recordings were later transcribed and further analysed by the researchers.

Analysis

The basic analytical process consists of a series of research panels consisting of two or three researchers analysing the transcripts over a period of time ranging from close in time to the matrix – when memories and sensations are still fresh in the minds of the researchers – to later on, when the data can be viewed at a distance. During this process interpretations are put forward and discussed, developed or refuted until agreement is reached. The interpretations relate not only to content (what images and thoughts were presented) but to the ‘performance’ of the matrix (how they were presented) and to the social, cultural and political significance of the content and performance of the matrix in combination (why things were presented as they were). These are key protocols of a multi-dimensional scenic analysis.20

In the case of The Barometer of My Heart we felt that the especially rich and complex material of the artwork and the visual matrices warranted further attention. In particular, we felt that the range and depth of affect and the very distinct modes of rhythm and delivery of the gendered matrices, which were specific to this research, were particularly significant.

In the analysis of affect, direct expressions of emotions were extracted from each matrix and compared in intensity and quality to the other matrices, building up a sense of what was common and what was different and particular to each matrix. This was especially illuminating given the gendered constitution of the matrices and the focus on male experience in The Barometer of My Heart.

Similarly, each matrix was analysed in terms of rhythm and delivery, the ‘musicality’ of the matrices, so to speak.21 We wanted to know if the delivery of each matrix corresponded in different ways to their gendered composition, and the expressions of affect and choices of images both from The Barometer of My Heart and from the participants’ own imaginative responses.

15 Piggott, Marley and Roy 2011.
16 Bury 1970.
17 Froggett, Manley and Roy 2015.
18 See Wotton (2012) for discussion of how a spontaneous and distinctive musicality develops in groups and can be an invaluable tool for understanding the emotional life of the group.
Introduction

The gathering of a men only visual matrix brings to light a distinctively male gendered complex of emotional reactions to The Barometer of My Heart. There is a constant struggle between authentic self-expression and avoidant ‘banter’, but the matrix creates a setting in which its participants are able to ‘stay with’ the experience of the show and explore their anxieties about impotence and the unsettling of male identities that it provokes. Our understanding of this is that the ‘laddishness’ of the banter (owned as such in the matrix) is a defence against the intense discomfort generated by the subject matter of the show itself and what it produces in the men. However the banter in the matrix – which is fast and witty, dense with cultural references and riffs of repartee – not only establishes a degree of self-protective distance from the fears the show arouses, it also achieves a release of tension and, reflecting the more hopeful notes in the show itself, a life-affirming male solidarity and enjoyment. As a result, the participants are motivated to continue with urgency and an incessant intensity of engagement that never falters, as they work their way through a collage of challenging images, emotions and associations that weave between the performance and the lived experience of each member of the audience.

Despite its apparent levity, the matrix works with major issues that bear on what it is to be a man today: power and masculinity; pride and the shame of impotence; the secrecy and privacy of erectile dysfunction; alternatives to traditional understandings of maleness; bringing up boys; expectation, failure and humiliation; male celebrity icons; race, power and sexuality; masculine care; aging, decline and the return to childhood.

These issues are not overtly ‘discussed’; rather the process works towards surfacing what psychoanalyst Christopher Bollas has called the ‘unthought known’.

Male impotence arouses inchoate fears, many of which are deeply embedded in the psyche, hidden and unacknowledged. The performance provides scenes and images around which these feelings can cohere, find form, and become available to thought. In other words it works to reveal what is known to us emotionally but is normally too traumatic to think. The performance brings the unthought known into the realm of symbolisation so that feelings can be acknowledged in preparation for further creative elaboration.

The visual matrix reveals how much of a struggle this is. In a sense it continues the process that begins in the show, often ‘re-symbolising’ or transforming the material through association to produce imagery of its own in response to what the participants have experienced. The ‘unthought knowns’ are many and interconnected, and together they could increase the confusion and anxiety connected with impotence. However, the visual matrix provides a contained setting in which they can be expressed through imagery and affect. Key to this is a bonding among the group, enacted in the performance through the solidarity that emerges towards the end, and forged among the men in the visual matrix through the pleasurable virtuosity of humour and a multitude of shared references to film, literature, music and other forms of popular culture. In this way the matrix is able to face up to, process and find form for the ‘unthought’...
The scenes in The Barometer of My Heart are not recalled in linear dramatic sequence, but as images with meanings in themselves, which are linked, though not necessarily dependent on those that come before and after. They trace an emotional trajectory of the show from abject shame and self-contempt to a celebration of male physicality in many alternative forms. The first of the images to appear in the visual matrix is the painful sight of a man ‘pushing soil down his trousers’, while the final allusion to the performance refers to song and men dancing, reminding us of a captivating video of an older man in the show absorbed in the pleasure of his own dance moves, as well as the celebratory sequence of the final scene.

The purpose of The Barometer of My Heart was not to propose solutions to the problems of impotence, or in any straightforward sense, to convey information about its underlying causes and consequences, but instead to create an artwork which would render men’s experiences communicable in aesthetic form. However, the men in this visual matrix took from it two possible pathways towards resolution of the anguish that Mark Storor observed in consultations and conversations: firstly, a ‘queering’ of conventional masculinity through a questioning and subversion of its familiar cultural forms; and secondly, an honouring of male capacities for care and nurture. Beyond these possible ways forward, the mere act of symbolisation – of discovering forms for feelings that would not otherwise be expressed – was itself a kind of ‘answer’, since issues that had once been taboo, or nearly so, were brought into the open in a shared space.

### Tone, rhythm and delivery of the visual matrix

Facing up to the anxieties associated with male impotence in a man only visual matrix had repercussions for the participants. There is often an unstoppable flow of thoughts and affect. The length of the session transcript is almost double that of the mixed group. The men’s matrix begins and ends with an outpouring of shorter associations that are punctuated by references to the performance and to fantasies of ‘british’ male humour that drop in and out of the flow of images, as in this extract from the beginning of the matrix, (images directly taken from The Barometer of My Heart are in bold):

- Man sitting in his chair...
- Coats
- Jam roly-poly
- A feeling of sadness and disappointment at a man with, well, pushing soil into his trousers.
- Man Creosote from Monty Python
- Dancing Queen
- A feeling of contrast between expectation and shame
- Frustration
- Escape
- Bulls like attacking each other
- Mattress dancing
- A feeling of shame, a disappointment in oneself
- xxx (clash of two voices, inaudible)
- Struggle

In this opening to the visual matrix, unbearable images from the artwork are deflected by the humorous reference to Monty Python’s Laughter this provokes releases ‘sadness and disappointment’. Associations then start to arise from the men themselves, eventually weaving back to a scene from the performance, “mattress dancing”. Meanings are allowed to emerge through periodic transformations of unbearable darkness into humour in a way that becomes a rhythmic feature of the matrix as a whole. This pattern enables the uncovering and owning of difficult emotion. In this example, generalised feelings of sadness, disappointment, expectation and shame become personalised and focused into a ‘feeling of shame, a disappointment in oneself’. The rhythm and punctuation of the flow gives form to the interaction and makes the unfamiliar confrontation with a taboo subject familiar and acceptable to the men as long as it is brought into the rhythm of the comfortable repartee of a male social group. In this way, the ‘delivery’ of associations in the matrix supports a growing sense of belonging and solidarity in the face of the most taboos of male anxieties. The visual matrix reflects the aesthetic and rhythm of the performance showing how — in Mark Storor’s words — “its beating heart [is] that of the participating men and their experience”.

### Key scenes, imagery and affect

#### Impotence and shame

In the opening sequence of images, the VM immediately introduces powerlessness and inaction in the shape of a man who sits in his chair, followed by “coats” (a reference to the empty hanging coats through which the audience have to pass) in this context suggesting not only emptiness but “something to hide”; this in turn is linked to the unheroic sickly greed associated with jam roly-poly; and then significantly the image of the man stuffing soil into trousers and the naming of “sadness” and “disappointment”.

- Man sitting in his chair...
- Coats
- Jam roly-poly
- A feeling of sadness and disappointment at a man with, well, pushing soil into his trousers.

Sadness and disappointment” emerges through the links between the various images culminating in the soiling of the genitals, like some dirty secret, an image that confounds all that men believe about their sexuality, summed up a few lines later in the words “sadness” and “disappointment”.

This ‘expectation’ of sexual potency made shameful through ‘soiling’ and somehow linked to an inconstant excess of wanting and never having enough. This is extremely hard for the men in the matrix to think about and the discomfort is displaced by the grotesquely comical image of Monty Python’s Mr. Creosote, a figure through which the men can ‘enjoy’ the idea of the stuffed and insatiable and the linking of the sickness of ‘jam roly-poly’ to the twister humour of Creosote. They laugh together at what in reality would be horrific, which also suggests another way of coping with taboos. However, the laughter provides short-lived relief from the ugliness of the emotions. The matrix retreats further into an ambiguous and at this stage, apparently unrelated reference to the “Dancing Queen”, the meaning of which will become clear later on through further chains of association.

### Coping with shame: other male qualities?

Soil and dirt are reiterated several times in the show and the visual matrix uses this imagery to communicate its own sense of ‘contamination’ by the subject matter. The soil in the trousers is linked to an unmade bed and dirty bed sheets, suggesting a lack of love and care and an ambiguous soiling of the sheets. This image leads to mounting intensity and the naming of hidden shame, including the devastation of “self-loathing”:

- An unmade bed
- Miniatures
- Dirty bed sheets
- Hidden and shameful self-loathing of a friend, their hidden shameful, self-loathing...

The accumulating shame is partially coped with in this instance by being attributed to “a friend”, establishing a distance between the participants in the matrix. “Hidden”, “shameful” and “self-loathing” are repeated, so that we are left in no doubt as to its importance.

Later in the matrix, “dirt” is associated to the sexualisation of women and how this is transmitted to pre-pubescent boys, “aged 10”. The men express a feeling of “disgust” in the link between this crude female sexualisation and perverting of boys’ attitudes to masculinity in the context of “on-line porn”, “secrecy” and the “manipulation” that leads to a narrowing of the definition of male identities. The struggle with “dirt” eventually finds a possible solution in the washing scene:

- Images of dirty water I keep thinking of, keep coming to my head from the show, woman being washed, black stuff on her back and the dirty water...
- mother-son relationship from that, child play, washing...

The image is being used here to think through the shame and to challenge preconceived ideas of male behaviour. The dirt on the tanned and feathered woman, the shame of the couple, is transformed into tenderness as a man washes it off the woman’s back in an evocation of a son’s care for a mother — an inversion of the accepted order of things. Shame, therefore, can be washed away through a masculine capacity for care, internalised from a loving maternal relationship.

### Coping with shame: unashamed

There is a challenge in this visual matrix to the potent celebrity of male icons: fighters, film stars and other heroes. These are often carefully, though unconsciously, chosen by the matrix to include multiple figures of masculine heroism. Among these are Muhammad Ali, who is both a fighter and a black male icon; Sylvester Stallone as Rocky, the American working class hero who achieves success through strength, discipline and perseverance; Arnold Schwarzenegger, an America hero and muscleman on film and in real life politics; Raging Bull; Captain America, whose very name connects the superhero with power and dream masculinity.

These apparently untouchable and archetypical images of masculinity are questioned through a ‘queering’ of maleness, which is hinted at in the very beginning of the matrix with the reference to “Dancing Queen” that in this context takes on a double meaning. The dancing motif starts with “Mattress dancing”, suggested in one of the opening scenes where a couple, desperately clinging together, struggle to keep their balance on a pile of mattresses that resonate with the shame of the unmade bed. It moves on to “crap businessmen dancing in Monroe’s Niagara” and “dad dancing at a wedding” — where virility looks ridiculous.

---

23 The figure of Mr. Creosote is a grossly, impossibly obese man in Monty Python’s film, The Meaning of Life, who can’t stop eating and vomiting in the restaurant.
The moneyed status of the businessman is exposed as aseual while paternal authority is divested of the sexuality once possessed. In between these references we have another queering suggestion in "Jesse Jay's music video Hard Out Here" that includes the repeated line "Forget your balls and grow a pair of tits". Might this, with its allusion to 'hand' in the context of the matrix and its feminization of masculinity, help impart the thrill to dance? The queering dance reaches its climax as a music video is brought to mind: "The outrageous, dancing in the streets that Jagger and David Bowie done", a slick, joyful, camp and sexually ambiguous display of masculinity. The cliché of potent masculinity is subverted but there is no easy resolution here. Other musical icons who introduce elements of queer style, such as Gary Glitter, come back to haunt the matrix.

- Long hair
- Brings to mind people like Gary Glitter, not what they seem to be, and kind of silver uniform, and heaving chest and it turns out he's er something else.
- A wolf in sheep's clothing.
- The seventies and everyone basically being a paedo

The falling of icons

Early in the matrix two complementary figures are produced whose power, vested in their legs, is lost. They also introduce a theme which will recur—the questioning of potency and race: The first, 'King Kunta' by Kendrick Lamar is the story of Kunta Kinte, a fictional 18th century slave, who offered the choice of sexual rejection. These aggressive and psychic danger through the sense of annihilation that comes of sexual rejection. These aggressive and psychic danger through the sense of annihilation that comes of sexual rejection.

Psychic danger, passion and lethal rage

As the Visual Matrix dwells on the case of Oscar Pistorius, we have the following exchange

- The complexity of a rape trial
- Oscar Pistorius shooting through a locked door.
- The intertwined nature of love and passion and hatred and frustration, and reliance

This uncomfortable invocation of a rape trial, brings out a dark sense of confusion. Complexity in a rape trial hinges on the necessity to prove or disprove consent. Pistorius’ trial was in fact for murder, but the copious media commentary generated a cloud of suspicion around his motive – was it sexual humiliation that so enraged him? The equal weighting given to the four testicle as a result of cancer, he went on to win the Tour de France seventeen times, only to be exposed as a cheat. O.J. Simpson, the black American football player, turned out to a social ‘failure’, and, like Pistorius, was accused of murdering his partner, a white woman. The black power of the protest on the podium is debunked by association to Simpson.

The only hint of racial distinction in The Barometer of my Heart was in the person of the one black actor. However the matrix takes this hint from the show and develops it into a reflection on the human condition.

Debunking or deconstruction

As already noted, these extremities of emotion are offset by laddishly humourous debunking of male potency. The icons are both cut down – symbolically castrated – and deconstructed with self-referential irony

- Captain America getting the shit beaten out of him by Captain England. – Even though Captain England does not exist.
- Captain England, a man in a vest, with a tin of Stella.
- In December...
- With flip-flops and shorts on just walking down the street.
- Laddish banter.

Adult supported shame is loaded onto the boys as they line up to collect their free paper

Hiding

In the performance there is a man bandaged from head to toe being carefully unwound; for the matrix it evokes a sense of female faces obscured behind make up and the reality of wounds hidden from view.
- Geisha girls have their feet bound up with really tight bandages to make them smaller to get into shoes.
- I don’t know why but geisha girls made me think of blood and sores...

Through a Japanese association, a contrasting link is forged to a wrestling scene in the performance to sumo wrestlers, possibly harbouring hidden disease and polar opposites to the slight figure of the geisha.

- Sumo wrestling
- Not understanding how sumo wrestlers live, ‘cos, like, they should have heart disease.

Is this impotence behind a ritual façade? The sumo wrestler is attractive through status rather than sexuality, while the geisha is full of unfulfilled sexual promise. The link between heart disease, erectile dysfunction, and male self-neglect and distress, obscured through rituals of male pride, is one of the ‘messages’ from The Barometer of My Heart.

Authenticity

This matrix could be regarded as an exploration of the many faces of shame associated with male impotence as expressed through a vast array of cultural forms and also through the debunking of the super-heroes, the futility and vanity of a mythologised potency.

The Barometer of My Heart ends in music and a coordinated formation among the actors as if we have been led through a series of scenes, both picturesque and grotesque. The elements have now come together in a combination of images from the performance as a whole to suggest resolution and hope through relief and joy in music and dance.

There is a long sequence near the end of the visual matrix where good feelings are marked by favourite songs that signal a change of affect and convey a sense of liberation from the angst of the men’s commitment to developing the images of that traumatic material has been worked through. The songs that signal a change of affect and convey a sense of finding your icon when you hear songs that you like.

- Sense of accomplishment when you do finish writing a song and it’s exactly what you wanted it to be. You’re happy with every line in it. Feel great.
- I remember once I enjoyed myself and somebody gave me a CD of Beethoven’s 3rd symphony and the note said ‘Listen to it on headphones very loud while eating crisps silently’.
- First time I got into a Pink Floyd album with a joint and me headphones on – just being taken away from reality, didn’t even have to, didn’t matter where I was...
- First Radiohead album, The Bends, loud...
- First time I got into a Pink Floyd album with a joint and me headphones on – just being taken away from reality, didn’t even have to, didn’t matter where I was...

This finally marks not a renunciation of male survival strategies but a compassionate acknowledgement of them as a source of quiet hope, shorn of pretense and grandiosity.

- Lad as an identity
- Opportunity
- At the end of the day if you’ve got a problem like that it’s an opportunity to fix it, isn’t it? Sense of hope. As long as one person feels like that, as long as there’s one decent person in the world then it’s not all over and it can sprout. Little seeds, and a plant growing out of it from nothing turns into a forest. Takes time. But it happens.

Introduction

The visual matrix opens with a sense of oppression and a reference to one of the show’s scenes – the man wrapped in “cellophane”. As so often occurs with opening images in the visual matrix this foretells something of the process that is about to take place. The scene contains the idea of extreme delicacy and potential for harm that will mirror the hesitancy of the matrix as it unfolds. A naked man is painstakingly cut out of his cling film wrapping where he lies like a mummy as if he were embalmed with food for the hereafter, and yet exposed, so that vegetables can be seen pressed against his skin. Already, the linked ideas contained in this signature scene have been hinted at and all will be elaborated in the matrix: death, nurturance and the maternal and the possibility of rejuvenation and re-birth.

Nothing in this scene is hurried for fear of damaging the man within who could be dead but comes alive when released from his wrapping. If this first image foretells the quality of the matrix process, and laterly the idea of something dead, inert or quiescent coming alive, the next one (also from the performance) – the flown canary – warns of disaster (as erectile dysfunction does of heart disease). This is a direct reference to the opening of the show itself where the audience is led into the underground car-park by a sinister figure, whose face is obscured by a black veil, suggesting mourning, holding an open cage. The flown bird is a canary of shame, whose yellow feathers in a later scene, stick to the tar that covers a woman’s body, and float in the filthy water of her wash.

All this prepares us for what is to come – anguish, suffering and self-harm – as if the matrix is steeling itself to contemplate one of the hardest scenes in the show.
One image that really stuck with me in the show, and ever since I’ve seen it, is the cardboard space with the man stuffing his trousers with soil and after that scene he was still there stuffing away and stuffing away. I think it was the way he was doing it – it really felt real. He was suffering, and in that dark place you go into in depression – it felt real and you think how do you help, how do you help someone get out of that place?

Tone, rhythm and delivery

The pace of the women’s matrix is measured and slow. At the beginning there are unusually long pauses (up to 8 seconds) as participants take time to think. Often there is a feeling that thinking is difficult because the experience of impotence is hard for women to understand, or that the risk of misunderstanding is too high when such vulnerability is at stake. A little later this is described as ...sense of hesitation and wanting to know what your going to see and be faced with, not knowing what you’re going to see and whether ... you want to, curiosity teared with anxiety and hesitation.

In the thoughtfulness and care, there is also palpable perplexity in the face of this very masculine circle. The matrix copes with this through identification with the lone female actor. The slow delivery is punctuated at critical moments by shared laughter. There are also reflective moments (absent from the men’s matrix).

In the opening the timing of the pauses in seconds is included in blue

- A man wrapped in clingfilm with vegetables pressed against skin lying on a table
- 2 pain and suffering
- 2 self-harming
- 5 the canary
- 4 tarred and feathered
- 4 General darkness, feeling of being down, oppressed feeling of being tied up in knots
- 3 Relationships

After the opening scene, initial reactions associate pain and harm with the male and shame with the female. It is the woman who is ‘tarred and feathered’ while the ‘canary’ warns the man of danger and death. Then the women’s matrix gives its first overt reflection on a possible way forward – the drawing together of male and female. The rhythm of the visual matrix then becomes steadier; although long pauses persist the contributions are both weightier and more articulate than the opening.

Relief, Solace and Empathy

When the matrix does settle into an even flow there is still no rush to speak and very little interruption of one speaker by another. The tone is muted and considerate, both of one another and of the work. There is also a detectable feeling of strain that becomes more obvious as it releases into chilidike laughter

- that’s when our relationship began ... was when the performer got up from the table and he had the cabbage imprinted on his bum made me giggle

This laughter is of relief and amusement at the idea of an “inverted fig leaf”. It reverberates for a while, loosening up the flow of associations.

After this and throughout the rest of the matrix audio-recording, participants can be faintly heard echoing one another and making responsive noises of agreement, appreciation and recognition. This expressive sympathy builds into an empathic matrix – empathetic towards the suffering of impotent men, towards partners who suffer alongside them, towards the performers, and to one another. It is rooted in the shared experience of watching the performance

- ...an image of us standing in that room very close to each other, and there was physical warmth, a lot ease and comfort with their presence

- Mmm

- I actually wanted to hug a lady standing next to me and I think she wanted to hug me too ... I think it did make us want to pull together a little bit. You needed comfort because you couldn’t give it to the performers

Empathy is an interesting state of mind when aroused in relation to an aesthetic experience it implies not merger, but compassion or ‘feeling with’, which comes out of a struggle with the material, where a woman can be both ‘other’, yet deeply implicated. Through empathy, the matrix finds a solution to the problem of women sharing a space with other women while reflecting upon a male issue of which they have no personal, bodily experience.

Care

Care is a dominant trope in several ways. Acknowledging the darkness, and at times unremitting bleakness of the show, the matrix allights on the moments of care as if these are a lifeline: the male figure who links the scenes through his quiet presence, offering solace to men in states of utter dejection; the woman cared for by her male partner who helps her wash off of the tart and feathers of shame; the intimate care with which the man in cling-film is unwrapped and the bandaged man unbound; the child-like care of a man playing in dirt with his broken china animals. The matrix allights on the theme of care and also enacts it through mutual attentiveness. The subject matter of the show could trigger retreat into awkward isolation, yet for this group it serves solidarity through which they face up to the reality and the desolation of impotence.

Identification with the female figure

The single female figure in the performance is a crucial entry point for the women in this matrix. They appear to ‘cling’ to her, not only because they can understand her experience better, but also because through her they perceive the possibility of reciprocity in a situation of shared impotence. She appears as partner, lover, and potential mother. She is implicated in the relational trauma of impotence, and she too is its victim and her partner’s fellow sufferer in a crisis for the couple.

- compassion and softness – the talcum powder and softness and the relationship of the male female thing.

However if hope is possible through a return to the original site of parental care, there is no short cut. The show offers moments of hope but not repose. A man crawls with infinite dejection through a floor of talcum powder as though it were cement – or dirt.

Complex, extended metaphor

In the discussion that took place after the matrix the women identified the centrality of the cake scene, where a man sits, his dejection turned inwards, surrounded by the tattered and sickly remains of a child’s birthday party. paper hat askew, until finally he smears his nipples with jam and stuffs cake into his trousers. In another scene it is dirt that is stuffed down trousers and the coupling of cake with soil leads to the idea of ‘failed’ potentia, positioned symbolically between food and excrement. Cake in the matrix becomes a signature
metaphor for a complex set of desires and emotions of self and shame but also a return to childhood pleasures, with the suggestion that hope implicitly lies in the re-tracing of pathways to adult desire. There is a sense in these scenes of both insatiable excess and unfulfillment and ‘regressive’ release through a return to playfulness and the archaic bodily excitments of infancy where the primary pleasures are oral and anal, while the genital still holds unrealised mystery and potential. This impulse resonates and is recognized by the woman’s matrix as a creative Illusion: stripped of delusional potency and re-tracing our steps could be a way of finding a more compassionate way to live with our own vulnerability.

- I think in day to day life cake is..... it's an offer, and
- Cake – I went to the rehearsal on the first day, and
- I suppose that there was lots of that – two sides of
- [after 8 second pause] The dirt and the trousers
- potential. This impulse resonates and is recognized by
while the genital still holds unrealised mystery and
- shaming and self-disgust but also a return to childlike
- metaphor for a complex set of desires and emotions of
- every person in the audience has their own personal
memories of cake
- too much cake makes you sick
- As usual neither the show itself nor the matrix that
reflects and digests it can last for long on a hopeful note, but
the cake and dirt sequencies are developmental nonetheless. The desolation must be faced; the
- performance builds in emotional complexity. In the
- matrix we see these scenes anchoring the women in
emotional reality so opening them up to freer and
more elaborated associations. It is as if the world has
been confronted and they have survived. Cake and its
- transposition into dirt, and back again, offers a full
range of possible associations: from the hauntingly
- abject ‘stuffing down trousers’ to the man-child playing
in dirt, performed in a scene in the show
- The tenderness of the performer as he comes out of
childhood reverie with his ceramic dogs in the
- mud – like his character – he lifted things, he was
tender towards her and gave her a sense of touch and
- later once he won the crown so joyous – so
- lovely, conquering – I loved that moment – a lot of
love actually came out of him

Through cake and dirt, the show’s grip on the women in
this matrix is tightened. The scenes carry felt ambivalence and
paradox: on the one hand, dirt and cake (the
distinction ever more creatively confused) are repressive, on
- the other hand fashioning and compellng – the stuff of
play, indulgence and transgression.

The intensity of involvement with these scenes in the
matrix indicates that the show is effecting a very close
- inter-weaving between what it presents and what the
- audience bring to it of their own lived experience –
there have been many cakes in all of our lives – so that
- the scenes taken as the character of the audience’s
- projections – imaginative enactments of sensory
memory
- ...it’s so visceral and the sort of thing you’d see a
- three year old doing – bizarre older spirit doing
- something so childlike in a really playful, gentle
- way. I loved the sensual experiencing in a purely
- exploratory way.

The whole cake/dirt collage is invested with a multitude of
meanings and memories; of wanting too much and
- never having enough; of promised fulfillment that clays
and sickens; of celebrations and wishes. Dirt grounds
us in our animalistic origins as creatures of the earth,
while cake marks the passing of time as we grow
towards humanity and foretells a creativity to come.

Cake is a gift of love from those who care for us.
Thinking of cake, the matrix laughs together for the
first time; something that started in pity and horror is
beginning to be released; the sense of paralysed
oppression begins to lift. Yet goodness is always prey
to perversion

... and it’s used as a tool to get people on your side, and
on your page, and invite them in... here you’re being
presented with it in a very lonely way

The imagery continues to do its work: the naked old
man re-born out of his cellphone wrap, in his ‘birthday
suit’, wanders through the scenes linking them as he
- ‘grows backwards’ into a child. Towards the end he
wears a big hat with candles round the brim like a
birthday cake

- I saw him as a child when he did the firework
moment the disappointment when it went out, the
joy on his face really like a three year old

- He was like that the whole way through – reverting
to a childlike state as if he hadn’t had anything bad
happen to him yet – a happier state

The dirt, which brings to mind ancient myths of
regeneration and growth, is blended together with
- hopefulness in one of the final archetypal scenes of the
show where a man bedecked with flowers is pulled in
- triumph on a bed, once experienced as a site of failure.
- The green man, produce of the Earth and
- celebrating it – a life ritual...

Soundscape

Perhaps because they were at first less inclined to
associate visually, this matrix commented on the
- ‘darkness’ of the sets and the power of the soundscape.
- Despite the howling in the car park they saw the sound
track as a whole as supporting moments of empathy and
hope while also foretelling tragedy and death.

Visually the show is compelling to see, while hard to
- watch. By contrast there is a moment in the show
where a man and a woman discuss a diagnosis of
erectile dysfunction. A comment is made about the
sound being ‘authentic’ and when a ‘real’ voice is
heard the speaker feels less avoidant towards it, less
- overwhelmed

- the awkward silence when there’s a big elephant
in the room that maybe should have been talked
about but just isn’t

- I felt that was broken by sound clip and the sense of
an authentic voice coming through – sound of
authenticity when something you’re seeing ... grounds it

- ... the bandages of an man being unwrapped by
another man but you’re hearing the story of a man
struggling with erectile dysfunction with his wife, but
you’re hearing the reality of the male juxtaposed with
the soldier – so many references to different archetypes

- [quietly] I know that story and I have an image of
someone torpedoed and surviving and their life
- changing – very smart man, he’s a very smart man

Inversion of mood, meaning and metaphor

As the performance moves on, it changes emotional
direction, sometimes repriming earlier scenes and
- investing them with new significance. From each scene
threads of affect and meaning interweave and mutate.
This matrix in its later phases has become more
confident and fluid and appears to discover a certain
gratification in complex multiplicities of meaning and
feeling. As the cake/dirt cluster continues to elaborate,
it feels less inhibited in its transitions between images,
linking what is presented in the show to other cultural
references, rituals and recollections. In drawing from a
wider and more varied reservoir of associative material
it takes its cue from the turns and flows of the show itself,
and returns to the opening image

- Even the way he cut the cling-film – he was so
careful ...

This time it picks out the vegetables which in a new
scene are meticulously and methodologically chopped
- as if for a nourishing soup

- Could have watched him chop for an hour – I don’t
know why it was really enjoyable.

- Very therapeutic – a real relief – active and pro active.

In its reassurance, as much through the chopping
action, the matrix is transported to the orderly precision
of grandmother’s kitchen and the loved objects of her
household

- Very precise – it made me think of my Gran making
pies. I could see her spending a long time on the
fluted crust.

- Thought of my Gran too – her cabinet full of statuettes,
ornaments that I always thought ugly – unusual –
but she loved them and she collected loads of them.
Introduction: The ‘othering’ of male impotence

This matrix works with a set of signature images and metaphors to understand the delicate poise that The Barometer of My Heart maintains as an artwork. The show has stimulated a journey of discovery where potency becomes entwined with a sensitive and sensuous understanding of what it means to be human and what it is in humanity that can be considered ‘strong’ and ‘powerful’. There is a sense that the show intimates the possibility of a ‘new world’ and the matrix responds to the ‘architectural’ qualities of this world prompted by how the audience is led through the rooms and passages of the Health Centre where the action unfolds. This starts in the cavernous underground where the scenes are stretched in time and separated by lifts and stairs, and progress is slow. As the audience ascends to the upper levels, the density and complexity of the scenes accumulate and the space and time between them is compressed, intensifying the sense of immersion in a world where pain, once faced and acknowledged, eventually gives way to new possibilities of hope. This visual matrix is neither noticeably avoidant nor defensive, as the men’s matrix often is, nor is it overly cautious as the women’s is at the beginning. All the matrices find a third space within which to consider what they have seen and felt. However this one grounds itself primarily in memory and experience in contrast to the empathic identification in the case of the all women group or the profusion of cultural references among the men.

Process, rhythm and delivery

The mixed visual matrix begins with a series of ‘glimpses’ at the taboo that has been presented to them during the performance of The Barometer of My Heart. These glimpses consist of images taken directly from the show working with brief images from the participants.
Images from the artwork on the one hand and the participants in the matrix on the other, are either emotionally interdependent or ‘polyphonic’ in their relationships, or independent from each other, in a way that is reminiscent of musical counterpoint. The opening image, which seems to emerge spontaneously from a participant’s imagination — “meadow” — appears to offer an open field of potential. The “white opaque screens” refer to screens in the performance itself, opening another line of imagery, behind which we see blurred dreamlike images. The “bloody knife” and “tunnelled corridor” are participant images, aggressively reminding us of phallic and the theme of the artwork; while the “birthday cake” refers to a scene in the performance where an old man is presented with a birthday cake and appears to regress into childish joy at the sight; “broken” resonates with the table of shattered crystal and the fragments of china ornaments. In this way, the two lines of imagery emanating from The Barometer of My Heart work in counterpoint with those that emerge from the participants in the visual matrix producing a combined rhythmic whole that transmits a sense of sensitive balance and poise. The transfiguration of affect between artwork and participants is developed in this way. Therefore, the fear, the felt heaviness of burdens (“rucksack”), and unexpected disaster (“gunshats at Christmas”), both participant images, lead to the “tattered and feathered” shame that was a scene from the performance.

In this counterpoint-like rhythm the visual matrix begins to weave life experiences of the participants together with emotions triggered by the shared experience of the artwork.

The ground over and underground, inside and out

The opening image of a meadow sets the general scene for the matrix, where the starting point is an open field of growth where flowers bloom unexpectedly and new possibilities emerge. The matrix takes its cue from the closing scene in the performance of the man bedecked with flowers in a state of summertime fecundity, almost as if the end of The Barometer of My Heart is the beginning of the visual matrix.

The meadow contains both the roots in the earth and flowers above ground. Like the “opaque screens” that follow there are two spaces of transforming potential: the under and over ground of the meadow and the other side of the screen. In the performance, different zones or planes of experience are dynamically related — and it is in the in-between that transformation occurs and is key to the audience’s appreciation of significance and meaning. The matrix itself plays within the ‘in-between’ — a third space that is sometimes a space of queering — where qualities can be inverted, reconstructed and transformed onto otherness and into each other.

Hence images of dirt and mud mutate. The meadow becomes a field where boys in transition to adulthood ‘prove’ their virility by “getting as muddy as possible” in an archetypal ritual of adolescence. It is this image that leads to the miners deep underground, symbols of male potency, and covered in “dirt” while a further allusion to mining is the flown canary of the show’s opening that once signaled the danger of toxic gas — just as erectile dysfunction does of heart disease. The humiliation of the miners as male archetypes is brought about by a woman of power, Margaret Thatcher. In the context of The Barometer of My Heart this speaks to a central agony of being divested of the means to ‘perform’ and with it pride in one’s identity and role.

Links are made here between political power, potency and vulnerability. The “close proximity of flesh”, brings attention to the miners’ “hair and nipples” — men’s nipples, are hardly ever remarked upon, other than in the mockery of ‘man boobs’. Here though they evoke tenderness like the patches of white skin — delicate against the dirt and belying the manliness, soon to be challenged by the ‘Iron Lady’.

Potency, care and nurture

One of the signature images of The Barometer of My Heart is the character of the ‘in-between’ that he wears. The symbolization of the socks reaches its reference to Jarman, a victory of the gay aesthetic, its allusion to mining is the flown canary of the show’s opening that once signaled the danger of toxic gas — just as erectile dysfunction does of heart disease. The humiliation of the miners as male archetypes is brought about by a woman of power, Margaret Thatcher. In the context of The Barometer of My Heart this speaks to a central agony of being divested of the means to ‘perform’ and with it pride in one’s identity and role.

The juxtaposition evokes a serious use of the absurd in a confounding of stereotypical gender ascription that runs throughout much of the show. The provocation of the absurd is to suggest that our views of what is real and reasonable can be expanded or overturned. Rather than the ‘Theatre of the Absurd’ we are presented with a queer aesthetic of unlikely lateral connections with the show, and between images produced by the matrix itself. They are the product of a creative and questioning state of mind. The flambaoidance of the masked wrestlers in The Barometer of My Heart leads by association to another kind of sock

- In the flight scene — the fantastic headgear — reminded me of illustrations in Dr Seuss books...

- Potency

- Clothing and sexual attraction

- Socks

- In the fight scene – the fantastic headgear –

- funny you should say that – there’s a Dr Seuss book called ‘fox in socks’ – so attractive and memorable but completely absurd… The wearing of socks...

- Ken Russell Women in Love scene of men fighting and making passionate love at the same time — some reasim image of in socks

- Imaginatively envisioning the protagonists in this iconic homo-erotic wrestling scene with socks is absurd. It domesticates them, deflating the conflation of sexuality and aggression by introducing an altogether different note. The image is delivered with affection rather than mockery. Later a powerful horse is similarly ‘tamed’

- I had a horse once and she got an absence in her hoof — and it was desperately hard to keep a poultice on her — so I struggled, struggled to get an old sock on – only lasted five minutes but – this beautiful horse wandering around with a pink sock

This is similarly absurd and also another way of seeing, ultimately caring (the abscess is protected). In another example, the caring male figure who links so many of the scenes in the show is identified through the socks that he wears. The symbolism of the socks reaches an intensity of development that is demonstrated in the idea that they are endowed with an almost magical power that confers upon their wearers special qualities of care

- It was important that the man who was doing all the caring was wearing socks, as if the socks enabled him to care

This ability to care is another way of valorizing male capacity — beyond sexual potency and the matrix makes this clear in the movement from clothing as a mark of sexuality to socks as a mark of nurture

- Socks

As organic metaphors accumulate, brokenness is re-evaluated — broken china animals appear in the show as a man plays in dirt like a child. From “a puppet with broken strings” we move to “the beauty of broken things”. Excrement fertilizes the ground in which flowers grow, so that dirt becomes a source of organic growth and new life and the tenderness of skin on skin.
In the course of the conversations he engages in, the workshops he holds, and the consultations he observes, Storor listens. Sometimes we gain from him an insight into what he does.

The responsibility weighed heavy, however every time a man spoke it was easy to take courage, to ‘listen’ at every stage to what was happening. To value instinct and intuition and act accordingly within the unfolding narrative…

However, what we witness directly in the performance is not the individual narrative but embodied enactments of situations that have emerged from narratives and have been subsequently depicted in a series of scenes. Particular scenes may well have been triggered by individual stories but they are aesthetically transformed in the scenes of the show to render an emotional truth that can resonate with the experiences of the audience.

Storor lives with his subject over a protracted period of years rather than months. What takes place during this ‘gestation’ is a gathering of fragments, including, as he points out, snatches of stories, vignettes of experience, and ideas that are afloat in the public realm that will ultimately account for the societal significance of the work. The aesthetic, however, is in the linking – in the ‘betweenness’ – that brings the pieces together. This is where an artwork can expand the idea of impotence as a cultural condition and it is where it differs from a public information campaign.

What we do know is that the artists (Storor as artist and Director, together with the performing artists in the company) become the instruments through which an intuitive selection of the material takes place and the links are made. This means that there are elements of biography, disposition and personal aesthetic sensibility that leave their idiomatic traces on the final work. At the same time they have obligations to all the people who contributed though the consultations and the process.
The room has been sub-divided with squares of the artist, as he wove his way between them. Each item was laid out on the floor for inspection in its own show. There were a variety of materials at hand. Each explored during the pre-production workshops, (soft performances were worked up into scenes in the final show. There were a variety of materials at hand. Each explored during the pre-production workshops). The soft performances served other purposes. A number of artists who would later become part of the company were present and so could see what might be demanded of them by committing to the project. After the first event there was also a discussion among the audience after the performance finished. The discussion appeared to be overwhelmingly preoccupied with medical aspects of erectile dysfunction, even though this was primarily an arts audience. It was as if the certainties of medical science were safer ground than the wider social implications of impotence.

The Devising Process

Sticking together

A metaphor for working together was established at the workshop with the newly formed company through an exercise conducted amidst much laughter. It engendered energy and goodwill from the beginning and also established a relational frame for working together. The company were made to stand on an ‘island’ – a circle of newspaper, while Storor danced around it in ‘choppy, shark-infested and increasingly stormy seas’, trimming the ‘shoreline’ as he circled. At the end it was only through the ingenious entwinement of the collective mind and body that the company could remain on the island. There was a felt existential truth here that was to pervade the whole production, and a morality tale, all rolled into one with a clear implication: when things get perilous – and they will – the solution is to cling together. In a later workshop, the bonding of the performers is soldered through a tougher version of this humour, where the physicality and hard work demanded of them brings up questions of commitment and value. It emphasises strength and the body, alluding all the time to the idea of potency. There are struggles with a mattress: folding it, moving it across the space without the feet touching the floor, two people balance on a wooden board on a folded mattress. We hear the ‘hokey cokey’ refrain as the song is tested in this context, to see if it will catch or not. The devising explores possibilities to be engaged with, discarded, or transformed by the company.

Commitment and Courage

Mark Storor makes huge demands of himself and also of the company he works with. He had previously worked closely with many of the artists so that...
familiarity and trust were partly established before the devising began. The devising itself is a thoroughly relational process and the first task is to produce a ‘holding’ environment within which the performers can discover how much of themselves they will put into the work and how far they can develop a shared world of creative illusion. Creative illusion is central to the transformative capacity of art. It involves the ability to respect the integrity of the subject matter – the experience of impotent men – while imagining how it can be presented so that it touches us all. The risk here is that artist stays too close (collapsing into documentary) or stays too far (losing touch with the particularity of the experience). For the performers each scene involved working at the edge of their own inhibitions, with defended aspects of the self that were beyond their conscious awareness. This included a willingness to accommodate friction, embrace the absurd and entertain the bizarre.

We laugh a lot during the process and there are tears and anger and ructions but actually we’re very good at facing it out and understanding where we can go and what we can do.

It’s part of not being afraid to let yourself go – everybody has to give a piece of their heart and sometimes by doing that they expose a bit of their soul and that’s a terrible tyrannical thing to say to someone: you can’t cross this threshold unless you’re prepared to give your heart and soul but actually we need people who are prepared to do that! Letting go in this instance means working with the most vulnerable parts of the self, including anxieties that are hard to own and a creative regression in the service of a vulnerability that is hard to expose. We were able to understand something of how this is done through the company’s visual matrix to which we now turn.

Evolving a way of working

The company’s visual matrix was held half way through the devising process, at a point where they had formed the company’s visual matrix to which we now turn. A considerable level of mutual trust was required for this company of mostly adult men to consent to such a regression, however playful, and however permissive the professional context. The first part of the visual matrix gives us a glimpse of how this was achieved through the relations established between each individual and the company as a collective.

A watery image at the beginning, “floating on water”, suggests that there has been, and will be, a fluid movement of ideas, with an easy ‘liquid’ connectivity in terms of feel and flow. Images come fast and freely with little elaboration and they take on a ‘null’ and fantastic dream-like character signaled in the only visual art reference “the spinning and floating of the figures in Chagall’s paintings”. The links between images ‘ripple’ into each other, and are assumed rather than stated. There are few dead ends and it is unusual in this matrix for an offered image not to resonate – typically a small ‘eddny’ of responses forms so that within the flow, every idea claims its moment of attention and one or two key ideas are elaborated. This indicates a work group that has ‘gelled’ whilst tolerating the particularity and the creative freedom of its individual members.

However, this is not to say that all is plain sailing. Very close to the beginning there are impressions of an altogether more turbulent motion that herald some of the more troubling emotional content of the project: whirlpool, rotor blades, catherine wheels, the eye of the storm.

Mutual Attunement and Personal Life Experience

There is a togetherness about the group – a familiarity and ease in working with each other and the material. The collective mind and body seem to be reverberating with a shared sensibility. Free association comes naturally, imagery is profuse and synaesthetic and indeed in the discussion after the matrix some one remarks it is how we work, (generating) associations and perceptions.

At the same time, the performers draw intensively on mutual attunement with a shared sensibility. Free association comes and ease in working with each other and the material.

Animals within and without

The opening image of floating on water is kinetic and the possibilities of movement will be explored through the manifold forms of animal life as the visual matrix unfurls. “Seagulls sweeping aggressively to steal chips off the unwary”, before they “swirl up, spin and swim”. Other choreographic possibilities are to be found in the “spinning of spiders”, “swarming of starlings”, “swimming of whales” and the fabulous ‘over-the-moon leaping of cows’.

Animals afford ways to explore other states of feeling and being in the world including the discomforts of otherness “like penguins sitting in a desert” and the comic and curious marvel of ‘other’ sexualities in “Isabella Rossellini’s green porno”33, insects symbolize hidden away parts of the psyche. The dung beetle is associated with faces/dirt – out of which flowers grow. We see here the company working with an idea ‘planted’ in Storor’s early soft performances that will re-appear in the show, where there is playing in dirt and finally a profusion of flowers.

The associations to animal forms are part of a process of ‘making strange’, none simply represent their usual qualities – the dog has a limp lettuce rather than a hard bone. The performers need to explore and accept what it is they are going to perform and they do this by bringing to mind the endlessly peculiar mutability of life. Animal dispositions are allowed to ‘be’ in all their strangeness. At the end the whale swallows everything up – taking the matrix back to its watery beginnings.

Creative Regression

The maternal figure looms over latency with terrifying ambiguity. In the matrix she is loving, protective, industrious, but rapacious and devouring, too. She prohibits, shames and chastises but isations source of comfort and care, and of Oedipal desire. The visual matrix explores the facets of ‘mother’ through personal memories, stories (populated by animals) and explorations of the material world (food, stickiness and dirt).

In discussion with Mark Storor and Anna Ledgard, after the first stage of analysis it became clearer why symbolising the maternal should have become so vital at this ‘in-between’ and ‘latent’ stage in the development of the company.

- The ‘mother’ is the process – the creation of the art – and it’s the fear of the process. I think in order to make great work, the mother – the female figure – is the creative process itself and that tantalizing excitement; and what they are afraid of is – all of them were at the point where they were on the cusp of having to dissemble themselves, allow themselves to be devoured, to drown, (interesting that at the beginning was floating) and actually what they had to do was completely go into it. They knew if the piece was going to work they really had to do it – and in the end they did all it!35

32 Winnicott 1971.
33 Green Porno is the title of a set of short fantasy, child-like films on animal sexual behaviour created by Isabella Rossellini in 2008.
34 Mark Storor 05-01-2016.
35 Mark Storor 05-01-2016.
This is a realization after the event. The fear is partly unconscious, and certainly unthought and unnamed. However it is enacted and elaborated in the visual matrix through a prominent metaphor – woven around the figure of the spider. No explicit reference was made to Louise Bourgeois’ ‘Maman’ but her spider sculpture is iconic, embedded in the cultural unconscious, and it ‘loom’ over the fantasy world of the matrix.

- I was learning to make pastry at school – the teacher was shifting flour and it made snow-like cobwebs over the fridge which were revealed by the flour. She was embarrassed.
- Miss Havisham in Great Expectations who lived in her house of cobwebs a foil figure
- I love watching spiders and I don’t mind them in here
- There are an incredible amount of spiders in my house
- John said that there were lots of spiders in this building
- I love spiders, I have a big collection at home, some quite big – thanks to Mum who’s not frightened of spiders – I see them as friendly, useful
- I have a gadget for vacuuming up spiders and then I take them outside
- Makes me think of a shower of dead skin with a spidery feel
- Tattoo of a spider on a face
- This is making me feel itchy now
- I could look at them making webs for hours
- It takes days for spiders to make an effective web, caffeine for spiders
- People like capturing spiders
- I had a tarantula as a pet. I dreamt that it would escape and I ran to check that it was still there
- I love spiders, I have a big collection at home, some quite big – thanks to Mum who’s not frightened of them
- This is making me feel itchy now
- I could look at them making webs for hours
- It takes days for spiders to make an effective web, caffeine for spiders
- People like capturing spiders
- I had a tarantula as a pet. I dreamt that it would escape and I ran to check that it was still there
- I love spiders, I have a big collection at home, some quite big – thanks to Mum who’s not frightened of them
- This is making me feel itchy now
- I could look at them making webs for hours
- It takes days for spiders to make an effective web, caffeine for spiders
- People like capturing spiders
- I had a tarantula as a pet. I dreamt that it would escape and I ran to check that it was still there
- I love spiders, I have a big collection at home, some quite big – thanks to Mum who’s not frightened of them

Finally the ambiguities in this extended spider imagery are gathered together in a literary/film reference that for those who are familiar with the work evokes the seduction of polymorphous sexuality – and for those who are not, still produces an enigmatically thrilling and threatening sensation: The Kiss of the Spider Woman.

It seems that in elaborating this metaphor the company were working through an anxiety that had dominated the first phase of their work together. Storor’s comment on fear of the process supports this, and so does an observation made by Anna Ledgard, who also attended this visual matrix. She was referring to the experience of the matrix itself – but the key point is that the matrix ‘works’ by bringing into symbolization the ‘unthought known’. At this point in their development what was unthought, but latently present, was a need for the artists in the company to liberate themselves and commit to a final push towards an aesthetic outcome

Everybody knew a massive amount to be decided in just two weeks and then we came into this space where we could play. It was a very freeing, enjoyable space – a lot of the company came up afterwards and said I really enjoyed that and went off for the weekend.

There is more on childhood in the visual matrix, particularly in relation to transgressions and fear of humiliation at the hands of female authority figures. In the place of the mother, “a red-faced nun with a ruler” appears and so does the statue of the Virgin Mary, mother of God, who lies “smashed on the school tarmacked tarmac”. However, the most significant points are condensed into the spider metaphor. The Kiss of the Spider Woman is effectively a condensation within a condensation gathering together threads that relate to the inner life of the company and will bear on the content and form of the performance. The power and desire of the mother (as figure and process), the fear of the predatory female; the vulnerability of the male; the queering of sexuality; the dislodging of sexual potency as a pinnacle of masculine self-realization. Beyond all this there is the interwoven web of the production, industriousness, delicacy and care that characterizes the artistic process itself.
In 2015, we wrote about the use of the visual matrix method in the context of the evaluation of two instances of public art and the affective and aesthetic experiences of these artworks among the citizens of a small town in the south of England. In that study, we suggested that there was particular scope for the following strands of the research:

The sensitivity of the visual matrix to social attributes needs to be further explored – for example how it differentiates gendered perceptions of a cultural phenomenon, or of the perspectives of professional and lay populations. It may be particularly valuable for understanding emergent processes for which no settled discourse exists, such as arts/science conversations, where a reciprocal influence is experienced but is not easily described.

In the visual matrices conducted in relation to The Barometer of My Heart we have made inroads into the study of gender within this research context, and we have asked ourselves what the affective and visual qualities of the matrix can add to the subject of erectile dysfunction, outside of its professional clinical context. This present report is concerned with work conducted at the arts/science interface mentioned in our previous paper.

Expressions of gendered affect

The subject matter of The Barometer of My Heart made it especially interesting and relevant to bring the question of gendered affect into the research. The configuration of exclusively male and female visual matrices that could be compared and contrasted with a mixed matrix, and, to some extent, with the company matrix, made this a central question: What did we understand about affective responses to erectile dysfunction, outside of its professional clinical context.

This present report is concerned with work conducted at the arts/science interface mentioned in our previous paper.

Although it is not surprising that we might notice differences in gendered responses to The Barometer of My Heart, what the method brought out was deeply felt emotions related to a male problem in ways that would have been difficult to convey in ordinary discourse. The tendency when engaging intellectually with a difficult subject is the attempt to be objective by suppressing emotion. This reflects the authority of scientific thinking with its commitment demonstrable truths, backed by measurable evidence without emotional interference. However, we have already seen how one of the inspirations for The Barometer of My Heart was that clinicians sometimes feel it necessary to use figurative language with their patients.

We also know from the work of others, such as Menzies Lyth’s seminal study on the nursing profession that approaches that ignore the emotional impact of working practices on staff can lead to them feeling bereft of purpose in an environment where engagement with the humanity of the patient has been discouraged. The visual matrix provides a setting for emotional interchanges and allows for gender to become part of that expression. What we discovered was that by understanding gendered affective responses to erectile dysfunction, we gained a fuller picture of what it might mean when the taboo is broken and feelings can be owned.

We found, for example, that although some affect arising in response to The Barometer of My Heart was shared across the matrices, it was different in intensity and that perspectives changed according to a gendered context. The women’s visual matrix expressed joy, love and empathy that were largely absent from the other matrices. The men’s matrix expressed an incessant torrent of aggressive shame, humiliation, pain and anger, again largely absent in the other matrices. It was as if they had to work through this to get to a happier and more hopeful place towards the end. There was laughter in both the women’s and men’s matrices, but this laughter was expressive of very different affect: In the women’s visual matrix it seemed to express simple

---

39 Discussed in detail in interview with Mark Storor, Leighators Seal and Anna Ledge, 05-01-2016.
40 Menzies Lyth 1959.
relief, faced as they were with an experience that they could never completely understand from a male perspective. In the men’s visual matrix, the humour was expressed from beginning to end in the form of male banter as a way to break up the tension the imagery of the performance produced in them. The mixed visual matrix, on the other hand, appeared to be creative, thoughtful and eventually hopeful. The attempt to find the positive in the negative was more evenly present from the beginning. These very clear differences suggest that a series of mixed matrices only would not have given a full picture of the strikingly gendered affects produced by erectile dysfunction and impotence.

Delivery, pace and rhythm

Just as scientific discourse discourages emotion, so it also expresses ideas in measured tones. While this is obviously part of good professional practice, something of the emotional truth of the patient’s situation may obviously part of good professional practice, something also expresses ideas in measured tones. While this is Just as scientific discourse discourages emotion, so it also expresses ideas in measured tones. While this is

Compatibility of the visual matrix method with its object

There is a particular compatibility between the artwork and the research method in the way The Barometer of My Heart conveyed image, affect, aesthetic, scenic and rhizomatic qualities, as opposed to narrative or representational sense making. The performance worked through imagery and affect. Its unhindered expression and connectivity to its audience meant that when members of that audience gathered in a visual matrix, the images from the performance fused themselves with imagery arising in the participants’ imaginations. Although the method provides feedback on engagement with the artwork, it is also a catalyst for imaginative thinking, so that the feedback is a here-and-now experience of assimilation of the artwork, rather than a description of a past event. The artwork does not tell a story, it ignites an expression. There are examples of this in all the matrices. For example, the development of an extended metaphor in the women’s visual matrix, that of cake and soil, brings the images and intimate intensity of affect from Barometer of my Heart into the experience of the moment. Nuanced experiential knowledge is transmitted rather than composed as an interpretation of meaning. There is no attempt to explain what the original images in the performance might signify, but paradoxically we end up with a greater sense of interweaving layers of meanings as infused with lived experience of the participants in the matrix. We attain a richer view than explanation might have provided.

The ‘scenic rhizome’

Our previous research has suggested the importance of what we have called the ‘scenic rhizome’, (Froggett et al 2015), that is to say the special quality of the potential or third space created by the visual matrix that makes the lived experience available for the participants. The scene is composed of a set of relations between its components and the audience and effect disseminates through it sometimes concentrating in nodes of intensity that claim attention. We have been interested in how the here-and-now experiences of the scenic rhizome can develop as a result of time and distance, so that matters of context – what is happening outside the moment and place of the matrix in terms of scale, history and circumstance – are brought into the interpretation of the data.

Visual matrix methodology combines the ‘here-and-now’ quality of thinking in the scenic rhizome with interpretation that unfolds in time incorporating wider contextual issues as the research panel responds to a particular research question. 43

In using the visual matrix with The Barometer of My Heart, we have found it harder to disengage in time and place with the intensities of present expressions of affect in each of the matrices as they come alive again at each fresh reading. This speaks to the particularly intense and creative nature of the images from the artwork and how they merged with the creative affects of each of the matrices. Through the visual matrix method, we come to understand that female empathy is possible, masculine alternatives are desired, and that relationships and care are the keys to hope. In this study, then, we have come to understand the potential of the visual matrix method to create states of here-and-now that once ignited may continue to resonate in the creative imagination, combined with a reality that may be hard, but hopefully not too hard, to bear.

42 See uses of ‘communicative musicality’ among groups Wotton (2012).

41 Froggett et al p. 27, 2015.

43 Froggett et al p. 27, 2015.
Art, Medicine and Metaphor

In an interview that took the form of a facilitated conversation between artist and doctor\(^4\), we began by asking how each of them had been influenced in their practice and thinking by The Barometer of My Heart collaboration. They began by reflecting on how the presence of an artist as observer in the consulting room changes the experience of doctor and patient and asking what new knowledge, if any, might arise from this situation. Dr Leighton Seal likened it to a form of reflective practice. The doctor works within the parameters of medical science but in the encounter with the patient may ‘forget to contextualize’. Herein lies the difference between scientific reductionism that quite properly focuses on a set of variables, and art which may focus on a detail – a condensation rather than a reduction in that it is emblematic of a greater whole. The difference was clarified in a discussion between Mark Storor and Dr Seal on their respective uses of metaphor.

Initially Storor was surprised to discover that Dr Seal uses metaphor liberally in his practice as a shorthand lay language to typify syndromes, for example: ‘raging bull’, ‘faded glory’, ‘canary in the mineshaft’. The last became the opening visual metaphor for The Barometer of My Heart, but interestingly the first two spontaneously appeared in the visual matrices, showing in effect that they are cultural archetypes. An archetype is the original symbolic motif around which variations are built. The idea, now popularised, is associated with Carl Jung\(^5\) who held that archetypes are pervasively embedded in the collective unconscious and so re-appear in dreams, as well as in art, including metaphors in poetry, through which we live our lives. By reaching for an archetype, an artist (and this happened in the visual matrices too) achieves instant recognition for a complex idea that has resonance.

\(^4\) Interview with Mark Storor, Leighton Seal and Anna Ledgard 05-01-2016.
beyond the immediate context, thus binding the group around the shared archetype and a common culture. The ramifications of an archetype for the artist are trans-personal, and also trans-historical. This then is a profound differential for Dr Seal, “Raging Bull” is a figurative expression of a category that characterises a relation to testosterone levels and whatever is needed to restore potency. For Storor, it signifies a frustration and rage that how men position themselves in relation to a cultural order, what they draw from it, and how they reproduce it. For the men’s visual matrix, the same archetype was used to symbolise male strength, uncured power. Seal’s use of the archetype seeks primarily to heal the person, Storor’s use of it sees in the person a reflection of what needs to be healed in the culture.

Leighton Seal and Mark Storor continue in the interview to reflect upon how in the course of the project they have understood the value of bringing these perspectives together, and the authority that art and science can both gain from this. Storor became aware of gaining from medicine authorization to address a real and serious matter of concern, and to do this in the public domain. He felt privileged to be close to human situations where suffering, death and survival are at stake and to be in a position to transform what he had learnt into art. His ambition was that this art should be of use, conveying a complex and nuanced understanding of erectile dysfunction through the personal experience of his informants; and that it should be of cultural and symbolic significance. His fervent hope was that it should also be appreciated for what it is: an artwork that has its moment and ‘lives’ as art, complete within itself. Dr Seal discovered the force of an artistic vision, expression and media with which to conceive and communicate humanity within a condition, and an expanded symbolic and metaphorical lay language within which to refine distinctions – avoiding deprecation or titillation. It also allowed the expression on his personal practice through the prism of the artist’s vision of the consultation giving an entirely new perspective on the human interactions of doctor patient relationship.

Both of them felt not only that their practice had been enriched by the discovery, but also that outcomes for the patients or audiences had been enhanced. They also appreciated the enhanced stature that both art and science gained from the collaboration, and the institutional recognition for their work that it brought.

Privacy and Intimacy in the Clinic

In the mixed visual matrix, the problem of the consulting room is faced head on. A contrast is made between the fantasy of sexual delight expressed in “Dionysian rituals out of control” and the cold reality of medical inspection, “Scrotum scrutinised”. The medical gaze44 and its objectivisation of the patient, who becomes the humiliated subject of medical power has been well recognised in the social sciences. It is questionable, however how far the existential crisis that this can induce is apprehended in day to day practice, especially where scrutiny is essential and intimate patients in their need and dependency have no option but to comply. Art is able to make vivid and real the extent to which the doctor’s incursion into what is private and intimate may seem to threaten the patient’s very being. The reference in the mixed visual matrix to “white flaccid balls being shook and cradled” refers not only to the genitalia and the sexuality they represent, but by association to the man, shaken to the core and crying out for comfort and care. Storor observed how sick men in a state of abject fear got through their appointment with what can only be described as manic cheerfulness in an attempt to save face. Humiliation and resistance, if expressed in the moment in the consulting room, would risk impeding the work itself. Yet to the extent that they exist, these emotions demand recognition. Art creates a forum where they can be symbolised, acknowledged and ‘fed back’ to the clinic as a vivid reminder that the effects of intrusion on the individual’s privacy must never be discounted.

Empathic Understanding and the Other

The women’s visual matrix demonstrated how The Barometer of my Heart is able to raise awareness for women who often struggle to understand the ramifications of impotence for men, even though they may have male partners. This was overtly expressed in the matrix.

- One image that really stuck with me in the show and ever since I’ve seen it it’s the cardboard space with the man stuffing his trousers with soil. After that scene he was still there stuffing away and stuffing away. I think it was the way he was doing it – it really felt real. He was suffering and in that dark place you go into in depression – it felt real and you think why do you help, how do you help someone get out of that place? I felt very helpless in a way – it’s raised awareness for me – the whole show

This awareness is reiterated later on, but this time it is linked to a desire to know more and a determination to support by taking action, more than just a cry of pain and expression of empathy

something that shows us that we are more than our physical body, and we have more to give and I think it needed that. When I heard I it I wanted more stories – people’s stories – wanted to hear more, how they are, how they’re coping. So I left there thinking anybody that has erectile dysfunction needs help asap and how do we do it now that I’m aware

Women rarely accompanied men to the clinics that Storor observed. What The Barometer of my Heart achieved among this female audience, by raising awareness, was a determination to become part of the process and emphasise the value of women’s understanding and involvement, when it is wanted. The artwork has broken through taboos in ways that health professionals cannot, by creating a space where the aesthetic meets the emotional and where the imagination induces empathy.

Emotion and Clinical Discourse

The depth of feeling expressed in the men’s matrix goes beyond that which could be contemplated in the consulting room. In the anguish of the individual, the doctor can be presented with the shocking reality of what lies beneath outward appearance. Art offers a solution to a perceived dilemma in professional relationships where untempered emotion risks compromising the professional distance needed to think about how medical intervention may best help the patient, while never losing sight of his humanity. Dr Seal is very aware of difficulties that surround this issue: on the one hand he uses figurative language to describe and communicate, and on the other hand he recognizes the need to temper its emotional infection to maintain clinical distance.

Aesthetic form does not leave feelings undefined, unmoored and adrift in a sea of psychological chaos – it offers containment for emotions by symbolising them and rendering them communicable. Once communicated, extremities of emotion are attenuated, rendering them less destructive. We see this in the men’s matrix where rage and shame are modified through the aesthetic of the artwork. The art in this case involves a triple transformation, first by the artist, then by company, then by the audience – each of them working to retain the resonance of the emotions through the vitality of the symbolic forms they produce. These transformations temper the potential destructiveness of the emotions without denying them, and move beyond them to another place.

Artistic and Scientific Attention

The presence of an artist in the consulting room threw into relief the distinction between ways of seeing and therefore the nature and quality of attention brought to bear on the patient’s situation. Whereas medical practice backed up by scientific evidence holds out the possibility of clarity, the better to ensure safe and effective intervention, Storor’s art deals in what is half-formed, uncertain, hidden from view or emergent – often taking time to bring into being ideas which are based on intuition and syncretic perception. “Being at ease with uncertainty requires ‘negative capability’46, that is to say an acknowledgement of the real pain, suffering and discomfort of men who suffer from erectile dysfunction, without seeking to find answers to this suffering that may not exist.

In the sixty-four consultations that Storor witnessed, Dr Seal was able to abstract commonalties of symptom and syndrome, allowing useful classification. Storor often focused on the particularities in the scene that were emblematic – such as a gesture, an expression – that could be artistically conveyed as expressing a set of relations between impotence, body, self and society, thus bearing a wider social experience and condition of masculinity. The emblematic in the scene becomes evident through the free-floating attention that negative capability demands. So it is that Storor perceives a struggle with socks as conveying something of universal significance about intimate exposure and the clinical consultation.

Art and the Clinical Setting

Negotiating with the NHS for the use of the Sir Ludwig Guttmann Centre proved to be a difficult and very protracted process, exhausting to the point where alternatives had to be actively explored. Nevertheless, artist and producer alike were convinced that a clinical setting would immeasurably enhance awareness in the audience that the artwork was the outcome of art-medicine collaboration and that it spoke to a health issue of grave importance. Furthermore the contemporary design of the Centre offered the succession of spaces that could be well adapted for the purposes of production. Producing it in such a setting emphasised the point that art need not be peripheral to medicine but can be located within sites of clinical practice. In the course of their residency the company formed good relationships with both clinical and non-clinical staff, so that it began to seem a ‘natural’ part of the Centre. The drawings on internal glass

44 Foucault 1961
45 Derrida 1967
46 Keats, 1817, ‘On first looking into chap’
partitions that were applied before each performance and wiped out each night were ‘invited’ to stay. The caretaker appeared nightly in the performance.

How might the capacity of art be harnessed in medical practice? There is a possible clue in a comment made by a clinician at the Centre, referring to the experience of having the Company on the premises: ‘What if you were to be here for a year?’ Although art in primary and secondary healthcare is common and the literature is extensive, it can still often be a decorative addition and a parallel activity to enhance the environment. The Barometer of My Heart suggested that the presence of art may go to the heart of the professional relationship itself and suggested that there is a considerable way to go in exploring the potential of long-term artist residencies in clinical settings.

Art, Medicine and Third Space

Art and medicine are two powerful disciplines each with its own terrain. In any collaboration between them the value of the knowledge produced is likely to be found in a third space that arises out of the encounter. In a project such as The Barometer of My Heart the producer has a special role in holding open and safeguarding this space. Anna Ledgard describes it as a particularly ‘freeing’ place to be insofar as the conventions within which disciplines are bound can be suspended. This freedom extends into the public domain and affects other people who engage with the ideas the encounter produces. This is particularly so in the case of a subject matter that attracts embarrassment and a fear of violating social taboos. Storor and Ledgard encountered difficulties for example in presenting the project in corporate environments, where its potential contribution to male health and well-being was not appreciated. Where they were able to make headway it was because a ‘third space’, free of the inhibition and reticence that usually surrounds the topic, was conceivable. One of the outcomes of the project for Ledgard, Storor and Seal was that they were increasingly able to hold conversations about erectile dysfunction and impotence in contexts where it would previously have been unlikely or impossible.

The third space in this context implicates not only art and medicine, but also the publics that interact with these disciplines. Because it is a space of emergence, its contents and contours are undefined. Artists are used to working with emergence and with an aesthetic third that lends symbolic form to the emergent ideas. They are also used to developing new sensualised ‘languages’ through which to convey ideas which as yet have no discursive expression, or which cannot be adequately expressed in words. An artwork like The Barometer of My Heart populates the third space creatively with forms for the feelings encountered within a scientific domain, generating new ways to apprehend the human experience within it. The visual matrix reflects and reproduces a third space in the minds and imaginations of its participants opening up the possibility of a different relationship to the problem of male impotence and the area of medical science that addresses it.

The Simplicity of Truth was an outcome of Mark Storor’s interest in a support network for men through art. In Liverpool he worked on issues of male identity with Everton in the Community Football Club. For six weeks during the development process of The Barometer of My Heart he was able to work with a local military veterans group, whose experiences also informed his thinking. One of their members, Jay Bell, had appeared in person and in the digital material used in the London performances and he remained key to the work in Liverpool. The installation in FACT used some of the digital images from The Barometer of My Heart alongside other locally generated material to mount an exhibition with associated workshops.

This was neither foreseen nor included as part of our original proposal. However we hoped to do a visual matrix in Liverpool to understand how the key ideas might transfer into a different context and format. In the end this was not possible so we did not have the same depth of data on how audiences engaged with the work. As an alternative, however, we assigned an ethnographer who had not previously been associated with The Barometer of My Heart to observe for a day, during which there were open activities for any members of the public who wished to attend, including some that would appeal to young people – crayons, paints, pens, old magazines and scissors were available. His observations supported our understanding of what Mark Storor wished to achieve through the project as a whole. The following is an extract of his notes, taken on the day, that offer a vignette into the performative centrepiece of the event.

Joy and Mark were performing how they felt about masculinity. I looked again. They were both dressed in all white onesies... They were both given a piece of crystal glass dressed in a onesey. One needed to spend a long while, looking, thinking and absorbing them – on the one hand, gentle, on the other, shocking and brutal.

Jay was very proud of them, rightly so. They caught the eye. He informed me that he had joined the army at sixteen and had experienced Iraq amongst many other things and talked about a culture of drinking within the army... He had developed an interest in notions of masculinity, being something else than just macho and one dimensional, behaving as men were supposed to behave. Through meeting Mark and becoming involved in this project, he felt that he was beginning to find a way to express his feelings through art.

This is a particularly interesting example of how sustained engagement in contemporary performative and visual art, in the supportive conditions that Storor worked to establish, can meet personal emotional needs, offer opportunities to explore shifts in identity and enable development of a critical consciousness. These are complex changes and The Barometer of My Heart is a complex artwork. However, our ethnographer concluded after one day’s exposure to the project that there was nevertheless a simple message and aspiration at its core: that men should be able to accept themselves and be at ease with who they are, regardless of sexual orientation and potency, and that this involves a valorising of sides of the self that are not well promoted or supported in contemporary constructions of masculinity. In particular it implies men’s capacity to feel tender towards their own brokenness and to care for each other.

NOTE ON THE SIMPLICITY OF TRUTH – a Continuation Project at FACT, Liverpool, June 2016

Meanwhile the rolling digital images of Joy and Mark, showed Joy, particularly, piercing the balloons and ‘blood’ splattering across his face, head and body. It was a shocking image, in contrast to the slightly strange, but childlike images of Jay reconstructing pieces of crystal glass dressed in a onesey. One needed to spend a long while, looking, thinking and absorbing them – on the one hand, gentle, on the other, shocking and brutal.

Jay was very proud of them, rightly so. They caught the eye. He informed me that he had joined the army at sixteen and had experienced Iraq amongst many other things and talked about a culture of drinking within the army... He had developed an interest in notions of masculinity, being something else than just macho and one dimensional, behaving as men were supposed to behave. Through meeting Mark and becoming involved in this project, he felt that he was beginning to find a way to express his feelings through art.
This has been a detailed study of the inner life of an artwork, where the artwork is conceived as an entire project stretching back over time to include the many conversations and workshops with men in different contexts, the art/medicine collaboration at its centre, the NHS setting, the work of the company in devising the performances, the performances themselves in Stratford in the autumn of 2015 and the exhibition at FACT in June 2016.

The Barometer of My Heart has prised open an issue that is seldom spoken of in public settings, and yet can be emotionally devastating and potentially deadly. It has shown that through art erectile dysfunction and impotence could nevertheless become the subject of an enquiring, informative and sensitive public conversation. The work developed a visual and performative language with which to communicate the implications for men's health and the critical importance of seeking treatment. Grounding itself in the experiences of men from many different walks of life, it has portrayed the psychosocial suffering caused by impotence, and indicated the resources that men might draw on to survive it. The Barometer of My Heart found a way to depict the ravages on intimate relationships and social roles, and on the men's ability to retain self-respect, and accept themselves for who they are. It did this in full acknowledgement of the anguish caused by impotence and without flinching from reported and observed experiences of humiliation, shame, self-contempt, failure, despair and manic denial that contributed to the artwork's conception and realisation. It has also tentatively suggested to its audiences where the grounds for hope might lie – in an understanding of masculinity that finds solidarity and community in the broken and vulnerable sides of the self, in compassionate human relationships across genders and sexualities and the capacity of men to care for themselves, for one another and the world they inhabit.

Methodological Conclusion on the Visual Matrix

Through the unearthing of images and associated affect, the visual matrices have each played a part in creating a panorama of meaning behind a fatally threatening medical issue for men. The depth and complexity and imaginative content of the visual matrices show the potential of art to explore ideas that are unsettling, anxiety provoking, taboo, inaccessible to conscious discourse and the public domain. It can symbolize the unthought known and so produce new knowledge. The visual matrix provides a setting where this knowledge can find verbal expression.

As a research team, we were impressed with the compatibility between the visual matrix as a research and evaluation method and The Barometer of My Heart. There was a striking resonance between the artwork’s use of image, symbolisation, suggestion, nuance and affect and the features of a visual matrix that capture specifically those aspects. They manifested in multi-layered diverse and original perspectives that were built up around ideas of masculinity and that it would be difficult to encounter through other methods.

Finding form for unspeakable feelings

By making a multi-media artwork on a subject that often defies adequate representation The Barometer of My Heart has demonstrated the possibility of developing a figurative language with which to convey not only the nuances and complexities of men’s experiences, but also the ambivalence and anxiety that impotence arouses among audiences, and by extension among the public. In doing so, it has showed that it is possible to open up for discussion a world of male emotionality and sexuality which has been largely hidden from view, without reducing men’s suffering to physiological ‘malfunction’.

The study did not enquire into whether participants had direct personal experience of the condition, and it would not have been ethical to do so in a public setting. However, despite the fact that the audiences were very mixed in terms of gender, sexuality, age and socio-economic background, there was nothing to suggest that any group felt excluded or alienated by the sensitivity of the subject matter. This is a particular achievement of this artwork and signals a more extended potential role for art in relation to unspeakable subjects. It is a pre-condition for a wider public conversation and for the development of an effective public health communication strategy.
Art/ Medicine Collaborations

The study corroborates ideas that Dr Seal and Mark Storor have developed about the need to reach for a new language to communicate with men in distress. While acknowledging the critical role of medical professionalism and the carefully calibrated clinical distance it demands, it also explores the implications of the fact that men’s emotional universe is not left behind at the threshold of the consulting room. The question arises whether and how this universe should be recognized within healthcare and professional relationships. The Barometer of My Heart shows that art can offer an uncompromising, honest and compassionate expression of male suffering. It therefore raises the question of how ongoing relationships between art and clinical practice might be structured to ensure better outcomes for patient groups at risk of stigmatization and the negative effects of individualization.

The other implications of such collaborations, already discussed are summarized below:

• Art/medicine collaborations offer potential for developing new figurative language that can enhance communication of medical conditions between clinicians and users of health services, and in public health. This is of particular value when the subject matter attracts stigma, shame, embarrassment, inhibition and fear.

• Art and medicine both benefit from increased stature and public and institutional recognition as a result of such collaborations.

• Art may support empathic engagement with the patient’s predicament among people who are not affected, and may never be affected in a similar way. This is of particular value in conditions that have relational as well as bio-medical implications across genders.

• The value of art/science collaborations may lie in the third space that offers the possibility of freedom from the conventions of disciplines where authentically new ways of seeing and thinking can emerge.

• Art reminds us of the effects of medical intrusion into the most intimate areas of the body and provides a forum outside of the clinic where the difficulties this may provoke can be acknowledged and recognised.

• The third space where art and science meet also holds out the possibility of developing better ways to manage and communicate emotion in clinical settings where art’s ability to contain and symbolise is brought to bear on feelings that surround the clinical encounter, and engagement with medical science provides new subject matter and focus for art.

• It has long been appreciated that art can enhance and humanise medical environments. However, there is unrealised and unexplored potential for both art and medicine in residencies that persist over time and where the artwork engages in depth with the implications of living with medical conditions and with medical practice and settings.

Gendered Perceptions of Male Impotence

The Barometer of My Heart was an inquiry into maleness itself and by virtue of its mixed audiences exposed profound differences between men and women in how masculinity is lived and conceived. The artwork found a way of questioning settled assumptions in relation to gender and sexuality so that in the visual matrices it was either through a ‘queering’ of gender stereotypes, or by a concerted attempt to reach across a gender gap in terms of mutual comprehension, that the most imaginative and creative symbolisations were achieved.

It showed how difficult it is for women to comprehend the effects of male impotence but also that through its symbolic forms art offers a way into the hitherto secret world of masculine intimacy and distress. This in turn affords an opportunity to consider empathically how women might play a part in support and care. In the audiences, it triggered thoughts on how women might be implicated in men’s sense of shame and suggested that in the face of destructive chaos hope is to be found in the quality of relationships.

Masculinity, Potency and Male Identity

One of the central ‘messages’ of The Barometer of My Heart is that there is more to male beauty, pride and strength than the standard, clichéd images to be found in conventional and social media, and that pervade Western societies. The study showed that addressing the subject of impotence through art elicits for men a pre-occupation with cultural representations and an urgent need to critique or de-bunk stereotypical images and icons of male potency. Male humour offers a means of subversion, or a defence when required. The virtue of this particular defence is that it can accommodate a knowing irony and avoid disavowal of the problem and its projection onto others. It also offers an opportunity for a pleasurable and creative male bonding and a counterpoint to the cruel mocking humour that is sometimes directed at men suffering from erectile dysfunction.

The study of men’s responses to The Barometer of My Heart also showed that opening up the subject of masculinity through a complex aesthetic experience that gave full recognition to intensities of suffering and shame, also established the conditions for a more hopeful acceptance of the idea that male identity is not defined exclusively by sexual potency. It may also lie in the quality of male relationships, their capacity to care, their ability to embrace their own vulnerability and appreciate themselves for who they are, and in the solidarity they can achieve with one another.
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